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While Smoke Blankets East Kentucky
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Forestry Service, Rescue
Squad Battle Area Fires
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THE WILD WEST - Joe Keeslar, Murray High School industrial arts teacher, demonstrates his skill with guns to
Murray High ninth grade English students taught by Peggy Brown. The students have been studying western
literature and Keeslar who worked as a cowboy at Disneyland demonstrated gun tricks and showed his collection
of western guns. Both students and teachers were dressed in western style clothes for the event. The students have
also written cowboy ballads and made filmstrips of cowboy stories which they wrote in addition to reading many
types of western literature. In background are,from left, Kim Wilham, Tracey Graves and Erin Burke.
• PhOlo By Kaye Peebles

Officials from the forestry service
and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad currently are battling a fire off
Highway 444 at the four-mile marker,
according to Robert Trenhohn, squad
captain.
Trenholm said the forestry officials
have been fighting the blaze all day
while the rescue squad sent three men
to help about 10:45 a.m. Damages caused by the blaze have not been determined, he added.
Area firefighters, like those in east
Kentucky, have been busy attempting
to contain several fires during the past
week.
According to reports from the rescue
squad, the Hamlim-New Concord areas
have been the hardest hit.with close to
350 acres burned in three fires during
the last three days.
Trenholm said the terrain is a wooded
area, with leaves and brush covering
the ground. He said technically the fires
have been "brush fires" since only the
leaves and brush have burned.
Trenholm added a few dead trees also
have burned.
Due to the number of trees and the

Anticipated Revenue To Bolster Henley's Plan

Budget Proposal Includes"Cuts, Reforms"
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley said
this morning that the budget proposal
he will submit at tonight's meeting of
the city council will include "a broad
range of cuts and personnel policy
reforms" and will be bolstered by
$215,000-$225,000 in anticipated revenue
that was not included in the budget submitted to the council three weeks ago.
We are going to have about a
$140,000 to $150,000 budget surplus this
year," Henley said, "primarily
because property tax collections are a
lot better than they looked."
Henley said that the late mailing of
city tax bills "made it appear that those
tax collections were going to be
significantly short."(The tax bills were
late in going out because of a disagreement between the state Department of
Revenue and local property valuation
administrators over the assessment
rate that should be applied to property.)
Three weeks ago Henley projected a
$320,000 shortfall in 1981 because of the
failure of Congress to reenact revenue
sharing funds. The council, in recent
years, has traditionally utilized federal
revenue sharing subsidies in the city's
general fund budget.
At that time,the mayor told the council he could only see two alternatives to
a balanced budget for 1981. Those alternatives were:
• A new source of city revenue, or,
• Massive layoffs in the fire department.
The mayor suggested a payroll tax
ranging from one to two percent would
be adequate to generate the expected
$320,000 needed. The other choice offered by the mayor would be to lay off
25 of the 32 employees of the fire department and three of the 22 members of the
police force.
Henley said this morning that the
budget plan he will present tonight,
which will include $75,000 in anticipated
revenue sharing funds, will be "eisentially a beginning proposal."

The mayor said he will suggest the
layoff of five firemen, rather than the
original 25, and cutting of one
policeman. The proposal will also include the transfer of one Plain-clothes
officer in the police department to
uniform duty.

Meeting On
Waste Disposal
Set For Monday
The Murray-Calloway County League
of Women Voters will sponsor an open
meeting to discuss waste disposal programs in Calloway County on Monday,
Nov. 17, at 8:00 p.m. in the Murray City
Hall. The main speaker at the meeting
will be Ken Yates, area consultant for
the State Department of Human
Resources and Environmental Protection. •
The League of Women Voters has invited members of the city council, the
fiscal court, the chamber of commerce,
the health department, independent
garbage collectors and various industries to participate in the discussion
following Yates' presentation and to
answer questions from the audience
concerning this important issue.
The public is invited to attend this
meeting and to participate actively in
the program.

Planners To Discuss
Current Projects

Henley listed several other areas that
he will suggest for cuts in order .to
balance the 1981 budget:
...Resignation from various
organizations, such as the Purchase
Area Development District, saving approximately $5,000 in annual dues paid
by the city.
,.- Cutting conference and meeting
expenses, currently totaling about
$3,500 per year, by fifty percent.
Elimination of $15,000 in street
department expense and the transfer of
$3,500 from the sanitation department
to the general fund budget.
Cut $8,000 from this year's $45,000
contribution to the operation of the
Murray-Calloway County Parks.
Other various and assorted cuts in
police, fire, street, planning and administrative departments.
;If the council will take these actions
will be willing to anticipate $75,000
from revenue sharing," Henley said today. "This will indicate their willingness to make necessary budget
cuts."
Strong objections to the payroll tax
proposal, as well as support for continuation of a "full-time" fire department, were voiced by citizens attending
a public hearing Oct. 31. The council
has not met since that hearing but some
council members have privately expressed reservations about the acceptability of a payroll tax by the general
public.
Those council members have also in-

Roos, Farless Named
To Commission Posts
The Rev. Dr. David Roos, pastor of
the First Christian Church, and the
Rev. Robert E. Farless, campus
chaplain of the.• United Campus
Ministry at Murray State , University
were named to key posts at the annual
meeting and judicatory review of the
Kentucky Commission for United
Ministries in Higher Education held
Monday at the Fourth Presbyterian
Church in Louisville.
Roos was named chairperson of the
Interpretative Committee whose
responsibility is to promote
understanding of United Campus
Ministries to the churches in southern
Indiana, Kentucky, southern Illinois
and Tennessee of the Presbyterian
Church in the United States Synod of
the Mid-South, United Presbyterian
U.S.A. Synod of the Covenant, Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) in Kentucky and the-Thilialia-Kentucky Conference oft United Church of Christ.
Farless s named to the cabinet of
the Kentuc y Commission after elec-

ton by the campus ministers from the
University of Louisville, University of
Kentucky, Morehead State University,
and Eastern Kentucky State University. Farless was also named to the
finance committee.
Roos, Farless, Mrs. Bob ( Hilda
Swisher and Dr. Hughie Lawson will be
responsible for the Kentucky Commission for United Ministries in Higher
Education exhibit for State Universities
United Campus Ministries Mission Consultation, Nov. 21-23 to be held at Lake
Barkley State Park by the Presbytery
of Western Kentucky (Union).

near zero to one-quarter mile in some
areas.
About midnight, the smoke
penetrated central Kentucky including
the Lexington area more than 60 miles
from the nearest fires.
State police at Hazard advised
motorists to leave their headlights on
and drive with caution.
Persons with upper respiratory problems were advised to remain indoors.
Southeasterly winds blew smoke
from east and southeast Kentucky into
the state's Bluegrass section, causing
eyes to itch and noses to run.
Bob Hendrick of the Weather Service
at Lexington said the situation was aggravated by a thermal inversion which
acted a's a cap to keep the smoke close
to the ground.
The smoke started to lift in Lexington
by mid-morning and Hendrick said the
situation should improve as
temperatures climb, possibly dispersing by mid-afternoon.
The forecast brought some hope of
relief in the woodland fire area with the
outlook calling for a 40 percent chance
of rain by late Friday..
Meanwhile-, Gov. John Y.• Brown .Jr.
declared an emergency restriction on
travel and outdoor recreation in the
forests in 26 counties.
Since last Friday,fires have scorched
more than 45,000 acres.
The order restricts travel in any
state, county, municipal or private
forest lands; brushlands, fields or idleor abandoned lands except on public
highways or well-defined private roads
The U.S. Forest Service also has banned all open fires in the 666,000 Daniel
' BoOne National Forest.
More than 70 new fires started in the
mountainous eastern counties Wednesday, most of them small, and there was
one new blaze in the national forest,
where crews from Kentucky and eight
other states were battling fires, state
'and federal officials said. •
The air was calm, which allowed
firefighting crews to more eagily control the fires but also left a pall of
smoke- that made them difficult, officials said.
"The smoke is drifting in and laying
in. We're having trouble spotting,
especially in Perry, Knott and I.etcher
counties," said Mark Mataszewski of
the state forestry office at Hazard.
Large fires were burning near Mud
Creek in Whitley County, Middlesboro
in Bell County and Highsplint in Harlan
County, said state forestry officials to
Frankfort.

inside today

A short agenda will face the Murray
Planning Commission at its monthly
meeting at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 18, in
City Hall, according to Steve Zea, city
planner.
The commission will have a general
discussion of current projects,Zea said.

Scientists say one form of cholesterol may be beneficial to health. For
details, see Page 11 for the story,
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Baptist Convention Names
Dr. Whittaker President
Dr. Bill Whittaker, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, was elected president
of the Kentucky Baptist Convention
Wednesday during the group's meeting
at the First Baptist Church in Bowling
Green.
Whittaker, 37, was elected by the
more than 1,000 delegates to the
organization's 143rd annual meeting,
which ends today. He served as second
vice president of the organization last
year.
He holds doctor of ministry and
master of divinity degrees from
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville. The Bowling Green native
received a bachelor of arts degree from
Western Kentucky University.
Prior to assuming the duides of pastor
at the Murray church in January'1976,
—.---__Ittaker served as pastor ai the First
Baptist Churcfi inSturgis for six years.
He has also served as pastor of the
Jackson Grove Baptist Church in Bowling Green.
' He is currently president of the

di•cated they feel confident that revenue
sharing will be reinstituted by Congress':
Tonight's meeting, which is open to
the general public, begins at 7:30 p.m.
in City Hall.

slope of the land, Trenholin said it has
been impossible to get fire trucks or
bulldozers close enough to fight the
fires.
Manpower has been the primary
weapon in controlling the fires,
Trenholm said. He added that squad
members and officials from the
forestry service have been letting the
fires burn themselves out by raking
brush away.
Wind speed and the amount of surrounding leaves and brush are factors
in the time it takes for a fire to burn out,
Trenholm said.
Some of the Hamlin-New Concord
fires have started by people at a garbage dump where the fire "just gets out
of hand,:' Trenholm said. He added
authorities have stated that some deer
hunters, who have started fires to draw
deer from the woods, also are suspected
for starting some of the fires.
Trenholm said that it is against the
law to burn between 4:30 p.m. and midnight. He added that he felt burning
should not be allowed whenever the
wind the high.
About 60 to 70 acres in the Dexter
area also have been burned in the past
few days, Trenholm said. No residential property damage or injuries have
been reported in the county', he added.
Anyone caught starting a fire illegally will be fined by the proper
authorities, Trenholm said.
Albert "Took" Wilson, Calloway
County forest ranger, was not available
for comment on the fire situation
Meanwhile, forest fires caused a
dense blanket of smoke over east Kentucky today, restricting visibility to

partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight, lows in
the low to mid 40s. Increasing
cloudiness with rain likely Friday
afternoon, highs in the low to mid
60s.
Extended Forecast
Chance of rain Saturday, partly
cloudy Sunday and Monday. Morning lows in the mid 20s to mid 30s
and afternoon highs mostly in the
50s.
Lake Levels
354.70
Lake Barkley
354.70
Kentucky Lake

Wrecked Auto Disaster Drill
To Be Put On By EMT Clitsses

,s

Dr. Bill Whittaker

Murray-Ca noway
•
:..4eria
.
1Association.
Whittaker is married to the former
Rebecca Howard of Bowling Green and
they have three children, John Mark,8,
Karen Marie,7, and Mary Kaye,4.

A mock disaster drill, involving
removal of..victirns from wrecked
, automobiles is planned in Murray
Saturday with students from the
Emergency Medical Technicians
(EMT)classes at Murray State University and West Kentucky State
Vocational-Technical School participating:.
.
The mock drill will have some
students acting as accident victims
trapped in their cars while others will
act as emergency personnel. Represen-

tatives of area emergency services including the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad are expected to attend.
Participants in the all-day mock
disaster will meet at 8 a.m. at the Murray Auto Salvage yard on U.S. 641 three
miles south of Murray. Twenty wrecked automobiles are being rented for'use
in the drill, acelirding to Monty State
EMT instructor Bennie Cooper.
-Instruction and a work session are
scheduled through noon. Removal of
victims with competition between the
two classes will be from 1-5 p.m. '
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OPENING PERFORMANCE - Mike Childress and Lisa Mikulcik rehearse a
-Sag Isom the musical comedy,"ORO Upon &Mattress," which opens at.
8 tonight at the Murray Middle School auditorium. The production by the
'.Murray High School speech and theatre department will continue Friday
and Saturday nights. Tickets, which are $3 for adults and $2 for students,
may be purchased at the door. Children under six are admitted free.
Photo By Kaye Peelylt
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POI.NEWS
Adults 156
Nursery 10
11 5-- 80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
leech, baby boy Deborah
lit, 1. Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Dan B. Edward,lit. 7, Murray: Laura-NI. Jackson-. Rt. 5,
Mrs Sharon L. Gib8117 East Third,
Nletrapalis, Ill..' :Mrs. Carroll
.1. Ellison and baby. girl, lit. 1,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Thomas 0 Junes, tit. 6,
Murray; Jerr I,. Kalherer,
05 "..,;(.aitiore:itreet, Nlurray,

-ONLVAMMAIA- Cats, -camels, and giraffes
are the only animals to walk
by moving the front and hind
legs on one side, then on the
other.

Ends Tone
The Arraken.ng

STARTS TOMORROW
John Travolta

'URBAN
COWBOY'

Mrs. Dean Downey, 401 South
12th Street, Murray; William
G. Hutson, itt. 4, Murray;
Mrs. Alta J. Seay. 807 South
Ninth Street, Mayfield.
Roger Dawson, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Martha Faye Hill,
Almo; Robert L. Triplett, 514
Franklin, Paris, Tenn.;
Timothy J. Copeland, Rt. 3,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Debbie J. Hill, 1303 Vine
Street, Murray'.
Mrs. Linda D. Blanchard,
lit. 3, Benton: Ricky
:Marne. 712 Powell, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Nellie M. Malone,
Rt. 1, Hickman: Russell W.
Brat, 208 South 1 Ith Street,
Murray ; Terry D. Boyd, 1628
Mitierr!titurrar
Mrs. Annie L. Lassiter, 1003
Fai dime. Murray; George E.
Overbey , Sr., 70: Olive Street,
Miura): Dane McClure, Rt.8,
Murray: Mrs. Birdie E.
Anderson:- -709 Hileji • Coat,*
Murray : Mrs. Mary E.
Townley • Box 86, Farmington.
011ie Brown, Rt. 1. Almo;
11arley E. Craig, Rt. 2. hazel;
Navel H.-Kelly, Rt. 3, Murray:
rl R. Somers, Rt. 6, Murray.

Community Happenings Are Listed For Coming Days
'Saturday, Nov. 15
Third night of"Once Upon A
Mattress" will be presented
by the Murray High Speech
and Theatre Department at 8
p.m. at the Murray Middle
School. Admission will be $3
for adults,$2 for students, and
children under six free.

_

Thursday,Nov. 13
Thursday,Nov.
Murray Chapter No. 92 • Group C of Women's Tennis
Royal Arch Masons will meet of the Murray Country Club
at the lodge hall at 7:30 p.m. will not play this week. Next
with work in the Royal degree play will be on Nov. 20.
and the Grand High Priest of
RAM scheduled to be present.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet, as follows: Town and
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of Country with Jamie
Huffman
tfie World will meet at 6:30 at 7 p.m.; Progressive
with
p.m. - at the Triangle Ann 'Blood', 1504 Hermitage,
Restaurant.
at 7 p.m.; Dexter at Dexter
Center at 9a.m.
Small Change," a French
presentation
of
film, second
Murray High Speech and
International Film Festival, Theatre Department will prewill be shown at 2 and 7 p.m.in sent a musical comedy,"Once
Center Upon A
Student
the
Mattress." at 8.p.m. at
Auditorium. Murray State the Murray Middle School
University
Auditorium.

BENTON PATIENT
Ronnie Harper of Hardin
yvas dismissed Nov. 4 from the
._Marspall. County Hospital,

Fund raising events by the
Murray High Band Boosters
will be roadblocks from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at four locations in Murray; Spaghetti
Supper from 5 to 8 p.m, at the
Murray High cafeteria. The
hand Will perform at various
locations throughout the ,city
Murray State University Riduring the day. Pledge donations will be taken from 4 to 8 fle Team will sponsor an open
invitational match at Floy
p.ni. by calling 753-5202.
Stewart Stadium range today
_
Ham breakfast, sponsored and tomorrow.
by Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Events at Land Between the
and Accepted Masons, will be
served starting at6a.m. at the Lakes will include Mysteries
lodge hall, located at Highway of Migration at noon, Hunting
121 North at Johnny Robertson Waterfowl with Gun or
__Camerafrom 1_ to 210
Grove 6126Woodmen of the
and Hunter Safety at 3 p.m.,
World will meet at 6 p.m. at
Fall Festival will be held all at Center Station; Harvest
the Triangle Inn.
from 6 to 9 p.m. at the F'est at 1 p.m. at The
Homeplaee-1850.
Philosophy colloquium, Callow ay Middle School.
Department
.
of
sponsored by
Philosophy, - Murray - State
University, will be in Roonr
500, Faculty Hall. The topic
The Murray ChapteFiits4,c National Secretaries Associawill be "Metaphysics, History
and Ethics: Approaches to
tion will have a dinner inee ing oil Monday. Nov. 17, at 6:30
p.m. at the Boston Tea Party.
'The Meaning of Life.' This is
free and open to the public. .
Special entertainment will be proVided by-the Front Porch
Swing, a group of barber shop female singers with Larrie
Friday, Nov. 14
Clark as the director.
Twin I,akers Good Sam
-Members may bring a guest or companion. Reservations
Recreational Vehicle Chapter
for the dinner should be made with I leen Tripp at 753-1713.
of West Kentucky will hold its

Secretaries lleet

HUNDRED YEARS
The Hundred Years war
lasted 116 years, from 1337 to
1453

'Mrzozotig-

monthly - campout ariPiney'
DUNCAN BOY
Land Between
Mr. and Mrs. Marty Duncan Campground,
. the Lakes. A chili supper will
Cif Dexter itoute . 1 are the
of
parents of a baby boy, Cory be served at the campsite
June Cunningham,
Martell, weighing seven Guy and
on Saturday
pounds 6'2 ounces, measuring wagon Masters,
193-1 inches, born on Tuesday, evening.
Ends Tonne
715.
Nov. 4, at 8:15 a.m. at the
Home Energy Fair will be
When A Stranger Coils 9 10
Murray-Calloway County held at the West Kentucky
STARTS TOMORROW
Hospital.
Livestock and Exposition
The mother is the former Center; College Farm Road,
Kay Carroll.
from 3 to 8 p.m. For informaGrandparents are Mr. and tion call 762-2716.
Mrs. Charles F. Duncan of
Second night of"Once Upon
SMITH BOY
- Dexter Route 1; Mrs. Martha
Phillip Austin is the. name Cothran of Sharpe, and Mrs. Atlattress" will be presented
Ends Tonne
chosen by Mr. . and Mrs. Jean Colson Of Murray Route by the Murray High. Speech
and Theatre Department at 8
'My Bodyguard"
PhilliP Smith of Mayfield 5.
p.m. at the Murray Middle
STARTS TOM BROW
Route 7 for their baby boy
School. Admission • is- $3 • for
born on Tuesday, Nov-. 4,. at
Don Knotts•Tim Conway
.
JONES BOY
adults, $2 for students, and
the Western Baptist Hospital,
' The
A baby boy, Christopher children under six free.
.Paducah.
Private (yes (P6)
Bradley, was--born to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Smith of Mrs. _Phillip
Seminar on the National
R. Jones of MurMayfield Route 7 anti Mr,and ray Route 7 on
Saturday,'Nov. Aeronautics anX1 Space AdMrs. James Matheny of 1, at the
Ends Tonne
Murray-Calloway ministration's shuttle orbiter
Mayfield Route 5 are the County Hospital:
will be at 3:30 p.m. in Room
Gone With The Wind'
grandparents.
Grandparents are Mr. and 320, Blackburn Science
STARTS TOMORROW
'Mrs. Fred Jones, South 15th • Building, Murray State There
LEACH BOY
Street, Mayfield, and Mr. and is no charge and the public is
,MrLand Mrs. Larry -Lynn.-mrs-.-Ho-ward -Wendt,- Mifrray invited.
Leach of Mayfield Route1 are Route 7.
Solar Energy: A Time lane
Chestnut 51 •753-3114
the parents_ of a baby. boy,
will be the program at--8
Lyan Austin, born on Wednesat the Golden Pond Visitors
UM/
day, Nov. 5, at the MurrayCenter Theatre, Land
STARTS TOMORROW
Calloway County Hospital.
Between the -Lakes.
'Office Girls- (In
To
Least
50
Buts
Grandparents
are
Mr.
and
Club Menigrihip Social
-Run Virgin
Mrs. Joe Leach of Tupelo,
Run"(R)
will be at 5:30 p.m. at the MurUde
Be
Warn'
Miss., and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
'Lonely Wives"(R)
ray Country Club.- Perry of Mayfield Route 1.
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
Murray Art Guild will be
— A man must kill at least 50 open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
00000000000000000000000000
rats to receive permission to
Blue-Gray Affair, Civil War
niarry in the rodent-infested Weekend, will open at Lake
district of Subang in West Barkley State Resort Park
Java, the Indonesian news and run through Sunday.
agency KNI reporied-todpy,,,
- Murray Ci-vit-aa Club will be
The report said the regula- the host club
for a statewide
tion was introduced by the meeting of
the Kentucky
district chief of Subang to save Civitans at
Kenlake Hotel
rice fields from an invasion of
starting at 7 p.m.
rats.
Hazel Camp 138and Unit 869
hundreds
It
also
prompted
Limited Supply Going Fast coVie_
of children to catch rats'and of the Woodmen of the World
Lay-A-Way
sell them for eight cents each . will have a family night supFor Christmas
to prospective bridegrooms, per at the Hazel Community
0000000000000
Center at 6:30 pan.
KNI said.
- WIGGINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. I.arry Gene
Wiggins, Clayshire Trailer
Park, 'Mayfield, are the'
parents of a baby boy, Chad
Allan, born on Wednesday,
Oct. 29, at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs, Pete Wiggins of Lynnville, Charles Rogers of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Maxine
Cope of Colorado.

Hazel Senior Citizens will
--meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with luncha t
11:215a.m.
Mothers Morning Out will be
at 9.a.m. at the First Christian
'Church.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and call 753-0929
by 9:15 a.m.for morning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Senior Citizens activities
will be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at the Douglas Center with
lunch served at noon.

These great fitting pants
make you look terrific!

They're made in pleated,
belted, and basic button styles.
(Great Selection!) .

Saturday, Nov. 15
Chapter M, P. E, 0,
Sisterhood, will meet at 12
noon for a luncheon at the
home of Mrs. James Berhow
at Mayfield.

They come in your favorite
colors- like gr6V;rravy,- brown
" black, wine, charcoal.
(Match your sweaters!)
They're tailored in a rich
blend of acrylic,liolyestnr.
and wool.(Warm and
long-lasting!)

Kirksey Camp 170 and Unit
911 of the Woodmen of the
World will have a family night
supper at 6:30 p.m. at the
Kirksey School cafeteria. All
food will be furnished by the
'units.

They fit sizes 5-13. and
regularly cost 534.

Purchase Area.4-H Forum
-for eight counties including
Calloway County will start at'
9:30 a.m. at Rosenthal Hall,
'Paducah Community College, Paducah.

Best of all, they're on sale now
-only'23.(A Beautiful Buy!)
Christmas Gift? We'll give you
Free Gift Box with Purchase'

-0
•
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Buy A Mile
Sat., Nov. 15th
Join the Marching Tiger Band Saturday
MarathA. Help send the Tiger Band to the
Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York
City, 2,325 miles at $20.00 per mile will send
the band to the Macy's Parade and back
home.

I

Schedule Of Marathon: I

10:00 A.M. -- Concert Central Shopping Center
11:00 A.M. -- Concert MacDonalds
12:00 P.M. — Concert Bel Air Shopping Center
1:00 P.M.
Concert Court Square
11:30-1:30 - Road Block
5-8 P.M. — Spaghetti Supper - MHS Cafeteria
(Catered By Pagliai's and Dakota Feed 8 Grain)

4

We need your Help!
On November 27, the Murray High Tiger Band will represent the high school and our
community at the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade in New York. This is a great honor
and we are proud to have been selected. We have worked hard to finance this trip. The
cost per student is $300.00. The students and band boosters have worked and raised
approximately $40,000.00. Businesses and the townspeople have been good to us but
we are still $6,500.00 short. We need your support.
If you would like to make a donation, call us or mail it to the Murray Band Boosters
in care of The Board of Education.
We appreciate your help and support.
Thanks, Band Members

Make A Donation

Auction by the Murray
Sthool• of Practical Nursing
will be at 10t. m.-it- the
American Legion Hall, South
Sixth and Maple Streets..
Funds will go toward the
pledge of the nurses to the
Cripple Children's Telethon

Be) Air tenter
Olympic Plaza
Shop Daily 10-9 •
Shop Sunday 1 5

PHOTO

Christmas cards

CORN-AUSTIN

classic wool blend pants
a beautiful buy:sale 23

send personalized

A ham breakfast,sponsored by Murray Lodge No, 105 Free
and Accepted Masons, will be served starting at 6 a.m. at the
lodge hall, located on Highway 121 North at Johnny Robertson Road.
Don Newberry, master of the lodge, urges the public to attend the breakfast.
The lodge will hold its regular meeting on Monday. Nov. 17,
at the lodge hall with work in the Master Mason degree at 7:30 p.m, A potluck supper will be served at 6:30 p.m. on
Monday.

Mist Kill •Ii

Willie Nelson
Jeans

i°I
t
k

Breakfast Planned

3

now has!!!

Sunday, Nov. 16
Saturday,Nov.Ia
.
Potluck Thanksgiving dinSquare and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the ner, churchwide, will follow
Sunday School at the Martin's
Woodmen of the World hall.
Chapel United Methodist
Alcoholics Anonymous and Church.
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Church-wide skating party
the west end of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposf- for First Christian Church will
be from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. at the
tion Center.
Lynn- Grove Skating Rink.
Four-Wheel Pull, sponsored Chili will be served at the
by the Sedalia Lions Club, is church after the party. $1
scheduled at the West Ken- covers cost of skating and
tucky Livestock and Exposi- chili.
tion Center, College Farm
Events at Land Between the
Road.
Lakes will include Return of
the Winged Giants at 2 p.m.,
Sunday, Nov. 16
Man's Best Friend from noon
Lisa Cates, senior from
to 4 p.m., and Decoys from
Paducah will present a per- noon to 4 p.m., all at Ceptei,
cussion recital at 2 p.m. In the Station; and Leonid Meteor
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex, Show at 10 p.m. at Golden
Murray State University.
Pond Visitors Center Theater.

Call 75,3-5202 Anytime
Saturday Evening, 4-8 P.M.
ewwwwwwwwwwww
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Miss Christy Lynn Scott Is
Married At Memphis Church

oday, Nov. 16
Thanksgiving dinchwide, will follow
!hoot at the Martin's
United Methodist

wide skating party
7.hristian Church will
30 to 6:30 p.m. at the
ove Skating Rink.
be served at the
fter the party. $1
ist of skating and
at Land Between the
II include Return of
E-cl Giants at 2 p.m.,
at Friend from noon
., and Decoys from
_p.m., all at Center
and Leonid Meteor
10 p.m. at Golden
tors Center Theater.
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Miss Christy Lynn Scott,
Memphis,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert N. Scott, Murray,
became the bride of Dr.
Robert Clark Harris, Memphis, Tenn., son of Mr. J. B.
Harris, Jr. and the late Mrs.
Harr* of Hot Springs Village,
Ark, in a late summer
cereniony performed in the
chapel of St. John's Methodist
Church in Memphis,Tenn.
The Rev.Bill Barnard officiated before an altar
decorated with two stylized
arrangements of red anif mu lumg: =ft( Bowsirtarlied
the pews.
The Bride
Given in marriage by her
parents, the bride sleeted a
white cotton Nottingham Lace
gown with a classic round
neck bordered with lace, a
sheer lace bodice, and molded
natural waistline, the sheer
lace sleeves were full and
gathered at the wrist, the skirt
was slightly gathered forming
a pointed chapel length train,
the skirt was bordered with
the natural border woven into
the lace fabric.
Her chapel length veil of silk
illusion was attached to a
bandeau of white denrobium
orchids,-ropes of pearls and
white satin ribbons. The bride
carried a cascade of golden
throated woilite cattleya . prchids, white gardenias,
freesia, stephanotis, and ivy,
Mrs. Stsphen Jackson, Lexington, was matron of honor
for her sister. Her gown was
white cotton with a floral
Hawaiian pattern flowing
around the skirt and across
the bodice. The dress featured
a boat neckline, sleeveless
blouson bodice, and a self
pleated skirt. She carried a,
cascade of purple cattleya orchids, deep pink baby carna-

CA ROS

Ws. Robert Chirk
tions, and blue cornflower,
and ivy, and wore a. purple
cattleya orchid in her hair.
The Groom
J. B. Harris, Jr., Hot Spring
sVillage, Ark.,was best man.
Ushers were Tom Earnhart,
Fort Smith, Ark., brother-inlaw of the groom,and Joe Dan
Draffen, Jackson, Miss., uncle
of the bride. ,
The bride's mother chose a
mid-call . length two piece
gown of pale green georgette,
and a corsage, of white
phaelanopsis orchids.
The bride's maternal grandmother, Mrs. Dan Draffen of
Benton, chose a street length

dress of pale avocado cotton
lace, and a corsage of white
phaelanopsis orchids.
The groom's stepmother,
Mrs. J. B. Harris, Jr. Hot Springs Village, Ark, chose a
street length sheath of ivory
silk, belted at the waist with a
multicolored tapestry belt,
and a corsage of white
phaelanopsis orchids.
The groom's maternal
grandmother, Mrs: Loni
Clark, of Muskogee, Okia.,
chose it mid-calf length dress
of pastel blue floral design and
a corsage of white phaelanopsis orchids.
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We ore pleased to anI;
nounce that Kathy Stanton, bride-elect of Sammy Kelley, has selected •
her stoneware and accessories from our complete bridal registry.
Kathy and Sammy will
be married Nov. 29th.

favored. The job requires
careful perfarmance. Keep
track of details.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
ARIES
If dissatisfied with your
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
social life, don't take it out on
An up-and-down time for
close ones. Serious talks with
friendships.
Be • family may be necessary. Be
discriminating. Some fsiends
nice.
are reliable, but others are
VIRGO
superficial or cantankerous.
(Aug.23 to Sept. V )
Trifles could get you upset
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20 I
now. Master detail or it
masters you. Keep security
Stick with the tried-and-true
needs in mind. Don't fret on
in business. Don't fall for sothe job.
meone's clever line. Avoid
money disputes. Heed the
LIBRA
facts for success.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're better off with a
GEMINI
trusted companion than a new
( May 21 to June 20)
date. A fault-finding attitude
A cute remark could be
could make you difficult to get
taken the wrong way. Don't be
along with.
insensitive to co-workers' feelSCORPIO
ings. Watch disputes with
( Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
close allies.
Small domestic expenses
CANCER
could arise. Things do wear
(June 21 to July 22
Family is supportive, but
out. Accept this fact. Privacy
joint financial dealings aren't
affords more satisfaction than
company.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Misunderstandings likely,
possibly because of indecision
on your part. Watch a tendency to scatter your energies
and to waste time.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19) V
Not a time for shopping. You
may have to return a defective
product. A career meeting
looks promising. Friends are
helpful.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
The vaguesness of a friend
could irk you. Travel and distant interests are favored.
You're self-confident, but
others may be contrary.
PISCES
I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
No use harping on what you
don't like about the job. Use
time alone constructively.
Don't harbor hurt feelings or
S
resentments.
ito c)
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Butterworth Home
Svene Of Penny
Homemakers Meet
The home of Maudena Butterworth will be the scene of
the meeting of the Penny_
Homemakers Club to be held
on Monday, Nov. 17,.at 1,p.m..
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend,
a club spokesman said.

The club voted to send some
dimes to the Baptist Hospital
in Louisville. Ruth Parker
gave the devotion.
Refreshments of punch and
sandwiches were served by
Mrs. Cole to the members and
one guest, Frances Roberts.

to add other exercises.
There is no set rule really
that will apply to everyone as
to how many calories a person
should consume to lose
weight. It's an individual
matter I don't approve of losing weight too fast. There can
be some problems with that
There are many health
problems you can have if you
try to overdo dieting or follow
some of the fad diets that are
available to the public today
I really prefer for people to
learn to eat a well-balanced
diet and lose gradually at a
rate of about one pound of fat
a week
. A lot of the weight loss that
people have from fad diets is
loss of water and not fat
That's unhealthy and the
water weight comes right
back because your body needs
the water That's not real
body fat loss
To lose about a pound of
body fat a week, you need to
have a calorie deficit of about
3,500 calories That means
that you need to reduce your

calorie intake 500 calories a
day Review your diet and
evaluate what you eat while
your weight is stable at the
present time Then try to
eliminate enough unnecessary
foods such as sweets or fat so
that you can eliminate 500
calories.
If you can build your
exercise level up enough to
use about 200 calories of
exercise, you'd only really
have to decrease your diet 300
calories a day.
For walking you can use a
general yardstick of 50 to 60
calories per mile If you
walked three miles a day, that
would be about 150 calories —
a little less for someone as
small as you are That means
if you would then eliminate
350 calories from your diet as
well, you would be decreasing
your energy balance by 500
calories a day This should
cause you to lose about re
pound of real fat a week as
opposed to losing muscles or
body water, both of which you
need.

The
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 19, at 1 p.m.
at the Calloway County Extension Office with Mrs Opha
Culver as hostess.
All members and interested
persons are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
Mrs. Paula Poyner was
hostess for the October
meeting of the club held at her
home with Mrs. LaVerna Hirdie presiding in the absence of
the president, Mrs. Pawnee
Bedwell.
- Avoiding The
Killer
Diseases'. was the lesson
presented by Mrs. Rubye Burchett.
The club voted to hold their
Christmas dinner on Dec. 17 at
11:30 a.m at the Country
Crossroads Restaurant, Hardin.
Other members present
were Mrs. Betty Palmer, Mrs. Gusta Conner, Mrs. Audra
Futrell, Mrs. Gladys Mitchell,
and Mrs. Jewell I.offman,

Pre-Holiday Feast of
Values,

1. Singles
Special No. I
Penny & Tassel
& Deck Shoes Loafers
$19.95
2. Singles
Special
Dress Shoes 30% No. 2
Off Discount
Prices
1 3. Combo
Special:

I Buy a pair
of loafers or
deck shoes for
$19.95 get a pair
of dress' shoes
40% off discount
for 1
prices.
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DEAR READER — I'm
glad you realize that it's not
wise to take so-called diet
pills or pills that suppress
your appetite if you have high
blood pressure Frankly, I
don't think they're good for
anyone but they're worse for
people who have high blood
pr-wsure or heart disease
As a basis for a wellbalanced, low-calorie diet of
about 1,200 to 1,300 calories a
day, you can use The Health
Letter number 4-7, Weight
Losing Diet which I'm sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York. NY 10019
Now if you don't lose sufficient weight on a well-balanced 1,200 to 1,300 calorie a
day diet, you probably need to
increase your level of physical activity. Since you have
high blood pressure, a good
choice here would be a good
daily walking program If you
can build up to walking a mile
three times a day over a period of time that would help. As
physical
your
fitness
improves, you might be able

rke-V

The Showcase
7534541

DEAR DR LAMB -- I'm 47
years old and weigh 125 I'm
5-feet tall How many calories
can I have a day and still lose
25 pounds in three months"' I
can't take anything as I have
high blood pressune

The October meeting was
held at the home of Helen Cole
with Mrs. Butterworth giving
a lesson on "Cooking for One
Or Two" and Murrell Madrey
on "Listen Listen."
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Reception
The reception was held at
the home of Ms. Elaine Capps,
a close friend of the bridal couple.
The bride and groom
selected a tiered carrot cake
iced in white for the wedding
cake. It was decorated with
latticed diamonds and fleursde-lis, with the top tier supported by doric columns. Bouquets of white rosebuds,
baby's breath, and tube roses
adorned the top of the cake,
and the center plate of the
cake. In addition, there were
flowers cascading down the
cake tiers to a circle of flowers
and greenery surrounding the
silver platter from which the
cake was served. Pink champagne and lime fruit punch
were served from the
beverage table.
Servers for the reception
were Ms. Carol Denise Bruce,
Ms. Pam Joyner, Ms. Elaine
Capps, and Mrs. David Hays
all of Memphis, and Ms. Joni
Scott of Murray and Mrs.
Tommy Thompson of Springville, Tenn.
Satin rosebuds filled with
rice were distributed to the
guests by Misses Stephanie
Thompson; Laura Thompson,
and Kristen Earnhart, nieces
of the bridal couple.
a Following the reception, the
couple left on a wedding trip to
Washington, D. C. The couple
- will reside in their home at
1606 Yorkshire, Memphis-,
Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
'
The rehearsal dinner was
held at the Capps' home. The
dinner was catered by Fantastic Foods of Memphis,
Tenn.
Covers were laid for 30
guests.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out What the
stars say, read the forecast
g,iven for your birth Sign.

Thanksgiving Day Buffet
Serving 11:90 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

- Frances Drake

We Jefferson St., Coda, Ky.
Gracious Dining - Scottish Decor

Reservations Accepted At
502-522-3630

Reasonable weight loss

Your Individual
Horoscope
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NORMAN KIAPP
IS PATIENT HERE
Norman Klapp is now a patient in Room 313 of the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital . after having
undergone major surgery two
weeks ago. James Klapp of
Bowie, Md., is now here with
his father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. Klapp. Another son,
Gene Fairchild, has returned
to his home in Omaha, Neb.,
after spending a week here
with his parents.
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Our Letters ofRecommendation
Let us recommend o super deo to you Monoorornrmng con .se your wardrobe on extra
touch that cdl persona' bre your fasien look foe rhos hobday season Mato s offers monorrannano
so lots of styles from seven letter types S rw:enty four colors Sopla's makes ;t personal
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PRESENTED PAINTING — Kay Carman, left, presented
the painting she received for making a donation of $1150
to the Murray Civic Music Association to the Murray
Woman's Club with Cecilia Brock, right, general
president, accepting on behalf of the club. Mrs. Carman is
a member of the Music Department of the club.

SPECIAL PROGRAM — Presenting the program on 'Classical Music Revisited" at the
meeting of he Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, left to right,
standing, Becky Jo Jones, Betty Lowry , Doris Rose, Margaret Boone, seated, Libby Hart,
Kathy Mowe ,and Norinne Winter.
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Photos by Mantilla Oltryan

Music Department Donates
To Eivic Music Association

MAKES DONATION — Jean Bennett, left, chairman of
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
presents the painting the department received for
making a _donation of $150 to .the Murray Civic Music
. Association to the general club with Cecilia Brock, right,
general president, accepting the picture.

WOW Dinners Here
Woodmen of the World Units at Hazel arid Kfrksey will hold
family- night dinners on Friday and Saturday with all food being furnished by the units. Persons are not to bring any food
as previously announced.
Hazel will meet Friday at the Hazel Community Center and
Kirksey will _meet Satbrday at the former Kirksey School
Cafeteria. Times for the dinners will be at 6:30 p.m.
-

Support our bands this Saturday 10% of our net sales will be
split between the MHS & CCHS
High School Bands. Let's all help.
..4
STORES

The Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
heard a special program on
"Classical Music Revisited"
at the Oct. 21st Meeting held at
the club house.
Members participting in the
program were Libby Hart,
fortune teller, Norinne Winter,
musician, 'Betty Lowry,
classical era, Margaret
Boone, baroque era, accom-

Singing Programs
Presented By WIWI
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the Long
Term Care Unit at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital and the residents .of
Fern Terrace Lodge for the
October meeting.
Mrs. Louise short played
the.piano for the singers vho
were Bobby Cook, Tal Fanriin,
Ruby Fannin, Mildred Thompson, Lois Smith, Murial
Wright, Otis Lovins, and
Shirley Werts.
The devotions were given by
Otis Lovins who read his scripture fom Romans 14:14, read
several poems, and led in
prayer.

Cherry's &
The Cherry
. Branch
PRE-THANKSGIVING
SALE
SAVINGS UP TO

50%

LARGE GROUPS

SHIRTS
PANTS
BLAZERS
SKIRTS
SUITS
DRESSES
COATS
JEANS
BLOUSES
JEWELRY
, CO-ORDINATED SPORTSWEAR

panied by Kathy Mowery, too presented her picture to
Doris Rose, romantic era, arid
Mrs. Brock for the general
Becky Jo Jones, modern era.
club.
A donation of $150 was made
Hostesses for October were
by the Music Department to Nev:.: Grey Allbritten, Martha
the Murray Civic Music Cook, Jan Wilson, Jo Curris,
Association. As a result of be- B. J. Berrill, Margaret Boone,
ing one of the first five to and Fransuelle Cole.
make such a contribution the
The department will meet
Music Department was thus Tuesday, Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
awarded a color painting by a at the club house with the prolocal artist, Emily Wolfson.
gram to be on the theme of
Jean Bennett, chairman of "For the Child in All of Us"
the Music Department, featuring Suzanne Johnson,
presented the picture to Edith Noffsinger, Clara HumCecilia Brock, president of the phrey,and Cecilia Brock.
Murray Woman's Club.
Joanne Cavitt, Martha CrafAn individual donation of ton, Pat Kiesow, Karen Bolls,
$150 was made by Kay Car- Suzanne Johnson, Edith Noffsman, also a member of the inger, and Doris Rose will be
Music Department, and she hostesses.

1204 Chestnut —Murray
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Leather Blazer
Reg. 220.00

165.99
Reversible
Raincoat

dustr
with
R&D

Reg. 150.00

112.99
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Smotherman Home
CAIN GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Allen
Is Scene Of Ruth
Cain of Murray Route 7 anWarren Group Meet nounce the birth of a baby girl,
The Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Springs Baptist
Church met in the home of
Judy Smotherman for the October meeting. She presented
the Calendar of Prayer with
scripture reading from Mark
3:31-35.
The mission program entitled "A Responsible Christian
Lifestyle For My Family" was
presented by Ava Watkins.
The program closed with each
member present selecting a
characteristic from the program topic and applying it to
their own family.
Carol Turner, president,
presided. The group voted to
send $178 to the World General
Relief Fund. Several additional mission projects for the
future were discussed and
tabled until the next regular
meeting.
Mrs. Smotherman served
refreshments to the five
members attending. Those not
previously mentioned include
Patsy Neale and Carolyn Carroll.
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Ashley Helen, weighing six
pounds 4'A2 ounces, measuring
19 inches, born on Monday,
Nov. 3, at 4:42 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Cindy Arbaugh. The father is
vice president of Cain AMC
Jeep, Murray. She has one
brother, Brian Cain.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Cain of Kirksey and
Mrs. Eve Austin of
Evansville, Ind., and the late
Robert L. Arbaugh. Great
grandparents are • Mrs.
Chelsea Arbaugh of Carmi,
Ill., and Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah
Treas of Kirksey. Great great
grandparents are Ted Johnson
of Mauni, Ill., and Mrs. Minnie
Thweatt of Kirksey.,'
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FIRST WOMAN
Amelia Earhart Putnam
became the first woman in
history in 1932 to make a solo
plane flight across the Atlantic Ocean. The flight from
Newfoundland to Northern
Ireland took 15 hours and 15
minutes.
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Bermuda Bag
Reg. 51.00 35.99
Convertible Shoulder Bag
Reg. 72.00
45.99
Zip-Top Hobo Bag
Reg. 80.00 55.99
Key Holder
Reg. 7.50
4.49
Cigarette Case
10.99
Reg. 18.00
Zippered Key Case
Reg. 8.50
5.49
Cigarette Case
Reg. 24.00
14.99
Leather Organizer, Coin Purse \
Reg. 52.00
33.99
Square Pillbox
4.49
Reg. 6.50

When you come in to see a Stride Rite® Children's Shoe
Specialist you're in for more than a fine pair of shoes.
Because we're the only dealers who are trained in Stride
Rite's exclusive Progression Fitting — system. We make
sure baby's feet get the proper combination of fit and
support they need to develop properly. From the Firstie
through the Intermediate and Advanced Walkers, Stride
Rite has the right shoes for your baby's growing needs.
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Children's Shoes
Southside Manor Shopping Ctr.
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753-7991
16 Sundays

Central Center
Hours 10-9 Daily
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
Ten Years Ago

Business Mirror

Its

John Trotter, superintendent of the
Murray Water and Sewer Systems,
discussed the work on the sewerage
plant at the meeting of the Murray city
Council.
Deaths reported include Houston
Miller, 82, and E. Basil Garrison,67.
Six Murray area residents have been
named
Distinguished
Military
Staudents by the Military Science
Department at Murray State University. They are James Dale Gantt, Danny
Wayne Geurin, Ronnie L. Hutson,
Barry Allen Murphy, Michael B. Jeffress,and Larry D. Wilson.
Richard W. Farrell will represent
Murray State University at the 46th annual meeting of the National Association of Schools of Music at New Orleans,
La.
Sid Easley, attorney for Calloway
County, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Kiwanis Club held at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Bob Nance and the Blue Blazers will
play at the Blue Marlin Supper Club
near Paris, Tenn.,tomorrow night.

I "moll

Availability, Cost
OfEnergy Are Vital
NEW YORK (API — The availability
and moderate cost of energy, and the
willingness and ability to innovate are
among the most basic requirements in
restoring vitalk,to the United .States
economy.
Few knowledgeable critics dispute
that assertion, but there exists great
disagreement on how to bring it about.
The goal is clear,it seems, but the route
isn't. And maybe not even the starting
line.
Here are two observations on the
situation that might bring the starting
line into better focus.
—From an address by E.E. David,
president of Exxon Research and
Engineering. Co., former science advisor to the president and former president of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science:
"The problems of innovation today
are usually documented by statistics on
research and development budgets,
particularly as a percent of gross national product. The U.S. figure has been
stagnant while others have been increasing ...
"Actually, there is a sense of vitality
in industrial research and development. Industry's R&D budgets have
been rising steadily since 1972, and last
year U.S. industry spent a record $24
billion of its own funds on R&D for new
technologies for the 80s and beyond ...
—The problem today is not with industrial support levels. The problem is
with the declining demand for what
R&D produces. The symptoms are

clear enough and most of you are
familiar with them ...
"One cause is a loss of spirit by the
public. There are proliferating fears of
risk-taking and unfamiliar technology.
These are reinforced by volatile
government regulation and by loss of_
confidence in institutions of all kinds.
"When we are not fearful and uncertain, we are contentious. It is a fact that
the United States has four times as
many lawyers per capita as West Germany,and 20 times as many as Japan."
—From an article by Prof. Walter D.
Fackler, in "Issues & Ideas," a University of Chicago publication:
"No one can peer ahead at the 1980s
without seeing energy problems. What
can one say except that energy is a
disaster area ... Witness what we have
done.
"For years we controlled the price
(and underpriced) natural gas, and
thus encouraged overuse and misuse of
this premiurnituel while running down
our reserves. We even rebuffed the
Mexicans when we could have enlarged
our long-run supply at bargain prices.
"In response to OPEC we controlled
domestic crude oil.prices below world
levels and subsidized imports on a large
scale through an entitlements program.
"We are now decontrolling domestic
oil prices gradually, rather than instantaneously, and adding an excess
profits tax on production of domestic
oil. Gradualism here is simply stupid
because it creates large and certain
financial incentives to delay production."

Jimmy's White House
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — What do you
do after you've worked at the White
House?
Since President Carter's defeat,
several hundred people are pondering
that question. To help them find an
answer, job recruiters and so-called
head hunters probably will be brought
in for after-hours seminars.
Arnold Miller, director of the
presidential personnel office, said
recently that several White House aides
with contacts in the private sector have
been thinking of ways to help their
fellow employees find new jobs.
"Some of our people would benefit
from a chance to just talk at length with
a job counselor or someone from a
search firm, so we will try to do a little
of that," Miller said.
"People who've served in a variety of
capacities are at a point in their careers
when they might want to take a minute
and see shat they want to do."
Many White House aides, of course,
will find jobs on their own. Some are
thinking of returning to their home
towns and others would like to stay in
Washington.
A couple of days after the election,
White House press secretary Jody
Powell called a meeting of his staff and
told them he wanted to help in any way

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
The many religions of mankind are as
fascinating to study as the term
"religion" is difficult to define. One
who attempted such a definition was
the cultural anthropologist Edward
Sapir( 1884-1939).
In .an essay on "The Meaning of
Religion" published in 1928, Sapir
wrote:
Religion is man's never-ceasing
attempt to discover a road to
spiritual serenity across the
perplexities and dangers of daily
life.
This search for serenity, however, is
never the whole story. In concluding his
essay, Sapir noted that "the sentiment
of sin" was "a necessary shadow cast
by all sincerely religious feeling."
Because of this fact, "religion has
always been the enemy of selfsatisfaction."
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he could, according to one aide who was
present.
He also asked his staff to let him
know if any of them find employment so
there would be one less person for him
to worry about.
Powell also was the one Who broke
the news of:Carter's impending defeat
to many of his staff early on election
night. He thanked them for their efforts
and said they could always be proud of
the work they had done for Carter.

(,arrott's- Galley

Celebrities Put Their Pants On
Like Anyone Else, One Leg At A Time
Every now and then local folk will run
into entertainment celebrities in their
travels about the country and come
home pleasantly surprised to find them
personable, human beings who put
their pants on just as we do, one leg at a
time.
Jerry and Faye Key, who live out in
the Coldwater area, ran into a whole
covey of them on a trip they were on
recently.
Jerry is a territory manager with
Super Sweet Feeds — one of our competitors when I was with Ralston
Purina — and in September he was
honored as one of the company's top 10,.
salesmen during a national sales convention in Des Moines, Ia.
As an award, he and Faye were given
a four-day, all-expense trip to Minneapolis, Minn., where the company —
International Multifoods, Inc. — has its
general headquarters. They also make
Robin" Hood flour, Mr. Doughnut and
have Hickory Farms among other sub-

Powell, who has spent the last four
years trying to publicize the good
aspects of Carter's presidency and keep
his boss from misspeaking, said that
before Ronald Reagan's first televised
press conference as president-elect he
was curious to see whether he would be
rooting for Reagan to sidestep any
"traps" by reporters, or rooting for the
reporters to corner him.
After the press conference, Powell
divulged that he had found himself
cheering for Reagan and happy
whenever the former California governor handled a potentially tricky question with diplomacy.
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Previously recorded Dr. Charles Harold Gingles held the rank
of brigadier general, however upon his retirement May 9, 1969,
Dr. Gingles was elevated to the rank of major general. He was
the son of the late Dr. Otis Gingles of Kirksey.,Information regarding Maj. Gen. Gingles was gained from Mrs. Lochie Hart, the general's former sixth grade teacher, who had been in regular correspondence through the years.
In a gallant gesture of deserving recognition, Calloway County
Historical Society officially changed its name to the John C. Waters
Historical Society May 15, 1949. John had devoted untold hours
in his search for Calloway history and genealogical records.
Despite the widespread and bitter disappointment in cancellation of two industrial plants, citizens were made happier with the
announcement June 3 by board members of Vanderbilt Chemical
Company of New York for the construction of a chemical plant
in Murray on a 78-acre site formerly optioned by the Eli Lilly Co.,
and owned by Charles T. Miller. The four-story structure would
be used to manufacture chemicals for the rubber and petroleum
industries and would employ 45 workmen.
Two additional Calloway County members of the armed services
in South Vietnam gave their all to the cause of the nation. Billy
Reed, 19 year old Douglass High School graduate, son of Willie
Odell Reed, died from battlefield wounds on June 6, 1969, and was
buried in Murray City Cemetery June 19.
Warrant Officer Edwin Franklin Sholar, 22 year old helicopter
pilot, son of the Elmer Sholars of Murray and husband of Mrs. Joyce
Barnes Sholar of Mayfield, was killed June 8, 1969, in South Vietnam
and was buried in Murray Memorial Garclens June 18. The body
of the former Murray State and Vanderbilt University student was
accompanied home by a fellow comrade in arms, S4C Charles Buckner of Murray.
While wading in Kentucky Lake, three members of one family
drowned, two of whom suceuinbed in an effort to save the third.
They were Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Oliver und 9 year old daughter
Ann. A second daughter,'Susie, was miraculously rescued by William Donelson, Ardath Cannon, Allen McCuiston and Joe Bybee
in the area near Cypress Creek.
To Be Continued
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By M.C. Garrott

so
'''11111j
sidiaries.
band around it, the head and open fangs
They flew north out of Nashville,
frightfully displayed in front. Long,
were met in Minneapolis by top comshaggy sideburns spilled down from
pany offocials and royally entertained
under the hat.
— dinners in the finest restaurants, a
With his wife, the man settled down
show by The Lettermen and an evening
into seats just across the aisle from the
out at the top of Minneapolis' tallest
Kentuckians. They had seen him
building.
before. He had to be a country music
personality, but which one?
+++
As they were getting ready to come
First one and then the other, they
home, accompanied b'y Mr. and Mrs.
guessed in whispers among
Joe Armstrong of Bowling Green, they
themselves. His•carry-on luggage was
were at the Minneapolis-St. Paul airno help, nor.could•they catch his name
port when in walked a string of towerwhen the stewardess came by to check
ing black fellows in all kinds of colorful
her passenger list.
garb.
Soon after they had taken off, the
"I'll bet 'you a bit& they're the
fellow in question, by then comfortably
Harlem Globetrotters," Jerry told his
settled in his seat for the flight, pulled
Bowling Green friend, and to onfirm
out a travel itinerary and began to
this, he went over and started a converstudy it.
sation with one.
Peeping across the aisle,.Jerry made
No, the fellow said, he hadn't met a
out the name ')Bare."
Gary Hooker from Murray State, but it
"Why, it's Bobby Bare, the country
was possible that he was with one of the
singer," he whispered to Faye and the
other Globetrotter teams. They have
Armstrongs. Next, they plotted how to
two or three teams traveling and perget to meet and talk with him.
forming in different sections of the
Urged by his wife and friends to do so.
country all the time.
Jerry finally leaned across the aisle
When the players learned Key and
and asked,"Would you be Bobby Bare,
Armstrong were from Kentucky, one,
the country music singer?" "Why, yes,
Dallas Thornton,spoke up to say he was
I am," the fellow said, visibly pleased
from Owensboro. Another member of
at being recognized. One of his big hits
the squad, its "referee," identified
was a ditty called "Detroit City."
himself as Bruce Briggs of Louisville
He and his wife, he said, were on their
and a former Kentucky Wesleyan
way to Houston, Tex., for an engageplayer.
ment, and they lived at Hendersonville,
Curly Neal, the team's bald-headed
Tenn., near Nashville and close to
headliner, even came up and shook
Johnny Cash. These and other things
hands before they gathered up their
our friends learned as they visited with
gear and headed for their plane. They
him on the flight.
were on their way to LaCross. Ind., for
"His wife didn't have much to say,"
an exhibition game.
Jerry laughed, but he was real
talkative and personable. You often
+++Shortly afterwards, the Keys and the
wonder about those folks when you see
Armstrongs had been checked aboard
them on the TV screen or on a stage,
their plane and had settled into their
how they are to talk with and all that.
seats when down the aisle came
"But they're just down to earth as
this big fellow in a wide-brimmed
they can be when you talk with them
cowboy hat with a rattlesnake skin
one on one. He was real nice and easy to
talk to."

Letter To The Editor

Comments On Moral Majority
To The Editor:
Dr. W. Robert Parker, president of
Moral Majority of Kentucky, and also
the Pastor of Kosmosdale Baptist
Church in southwestern Jefferson
County claims that God gave us mercy
and extended his providential hand in
the recent election.
I didn't realize that Moral Majority
were hit-men, as they targeted liberal
candidates such as McGovern, Bayh
and Church,and several others by calling them Baby Killers. They practically
implied that God does not like
Democrats.
I too am a born again Christian, and
can understand concern on religious
doctrine. But I was brought up to
believe that God loves us all. The Bible
also tells us to judge not, lest we be
judged.
Moral Majority is against all principles of the American way. They are
interfering in politics, and have no
business doing so. Yes! I believe churches should speak out on moral issues,
and try to get the people out of the
thurch pews and into a voting booth.
But a church has no business of endorsing any candidate, and pouring money
into a hate campaign.
Paul Wyrich another follower of
Moral Majority told Ted Koppel of A.B.
C. news that Vice President-Elect Bush
had better mend his ways, or he will
never make president. Now I ask you!
Is this a way for a religious leader to
talk? Talk such as this will only lead us
to bigot
i r, and back to the dark ages.
. I ,ca remember
be ye/art ago when
Father Thughlin a Catholic Priest went
on radio every Simday night for a hour.
He spqite from his church, the Shrine of
the Little Flower. I'm sure many of us
older people can remember hirn. He used this entire hour to sppak on politics,
corruption, etc.
I can also remember all the Protestant ministers, Catholic priests and

Jewish religious leaders getting
together trying to get Father Laughlin
off the radio. They said then that
politics and religion do not mix.
This dispute went on quite some time,
and Father Laughlin remained on the
radio until the Pope finally decided that
these religious leaders were right, and
he ordered Father Laughlin to vacate
his political radio program.
Jerry Falwell has solicited millions
upon millions of dollars. I too have contributed until I found out it was being
used for political purposes. There are
literally thousands upon thousands of
people right here in our own country
who are starving and this money can go
a long way to feed those people.
Jerry Falwell claims that Moral Majority is separate from the chUrch.
Regardless, he is still a religious leader
and using money for political purposes.
I say we should support our local
churches, as I know where that money
goes. Your local church }ielps the needy
and supports many missionaries
throughout the world. Some of our local
churches are fighting for survival, and
they can use these funds we tend to send
to religious leaders, who in turn support
politicians.
Yes! I do believe in preaching the
gospel to the world. But let's do it
through our local churches and support
them. I also believe that a minister,
priest and a rabbi should preach on ,
moral issues, and they deserve a lot of
(
credit for doing so.
But on the other hand, I don't believe
that solicited money by the Moral Majority should be used to support and endorse political candidates. I don't care
if they are Democrats, Republicans or
Independents. I wonder if this money is
taxed by our government Irnot. it
should be.
Alex Pall
Route 3, Box I3W
Murray,Ky. 42071

Twenty Years Ago
The Music Program at the new
Calloway County High School is now
underway as well as at the elementary
centers • at Almo, Faxon, Hazel,
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New Concord. Robert Singleton is the band
-director for Calloway County Schools.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Glen C.
Dorothy) McKinney, 39, and Eddie
Manning,42.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice E. Tucker, a _boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie Castleberry, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Eldridge.
The Murray Faculty Club met Nov. 10
at the recreational room of Austin
Elementary School with 55 teachers
present.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Trigg County High School Team by
the score of 32 to 7 ins football game.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Farmington by the score of'
63 to .47 in Calloway's first basketball
game of the new consolidated high
school. High team scorers were Curd
for Calloway and McClain for Farmington.
•

Thirty YearsAgoJames D. Starks, machinist's mate third class, United States Navy, son of
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Starks of Murray,is
serving aboard the Attack Cargo Ship,
USS Whitley, which is participating in
fall maneuvers of the U. S. Second
Fleet.
:Deaths reported include Dewitt
Wilkins, 61, and A. J. i Uncle Andrew)
Allen, 96.
Ray Brownfield, local banker, has
been named as a member of the
Agricultural Committee of the Kentucky Bankers Association,
Edna Calhoun has been awarded the
second annual First District ParentTeacher Association scholarship to
Murray State College. She is a
freshman at MSC and is the daughter of
Mrs.Seldon Ahart of Golden Pond.
David Gowans, bassoon, Neale
Mason, cello, and Russell Terhune,
piano, faculty members at Murray
State College, will present a recital on
Nov. 14 at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSC.
Showing at the Varsity Theater is
"Our Very Own" starring Ann Blyth,
Farley Granger, Joan Evans, and Jane
Wyatt.

Bible Thought
Therefore as by the offence of one
judgment came upon all men to condemnation; even so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon
all men unto justification of life
Romans 518

Christ brings the free gilt of new
life to all who will, by faith, receive
It

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Nov. '13th. .the
318th day of 1980. There are 48 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history On Nov. 13. 1956,'the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled it was unconstitutional to
segregate races on public buses.
On this date:
In 1794, President George
Washington sent soldiers into Pennsylvania to suppress the "Whiskey
Rebellion."
In 1918, the Republic of Austria was
declared.
And in 1927, the Holland Tunnel was
opened under the Hudson River,linking
New York and New Jersey.
Ten years ago, West Germany and
Poland agreed on a treaty fixing the
Oder-Neisse line as a border.
Five years ago, the World Health
Organization announced that Asia was
free of smallpox for the first time.
Oqe year ago, all Iranian students in
the United States were ortlered to
'report to immigration 'authorities
within 30 days or face passible deportation.
Today's birthday: Author Nathanie4
Benchley is 65.
Thought for today: One can always
be kind to people about whom one cares
nothing. -- Oscar Wilde. Irish writer
( 1854-1900)

\I,
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Brett Knew He Was Better Than .240
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP) —
It was early May and George
Brett was off to a terrible
start, barely hitting .240.
"I don't think I'm a .240 hitter," said the Kansas City
Royals third baseman, whose
lifetime average stood at .310.
"I still don't think there's any
reason I can't hit close to .329
like last year."

As it turned out, Brett finished 61 percentage points away
from .329.
He wound up at .390, the
highest total in the major
leagues in 39 years.' He also
led the American League in
slugging percentage (.664)
and onbase percentage(.461 )•
In the meantime, he reeled
off a 30-game hitting streak,
averaged an RBI per game,
and captured the interest of

baseball fans around the
world with his quest to hit .400.
In no surprise, Brett was an
overwhelming choice of a nationwide panel of sportscasters and broadcasters as
The Associated Press
American League Player of
the Year.
Brett's storybook season
was marred only by sporadic
injuries that kept him out of
more than 40 games and a
hemorrhoid condition that
threatened to sideline him in
the World Series.

Philadelphia Phillies beat the
Royals in Game 1 in
Philadelphia. The next night,
he reached base three times in
three plate appearances, but
took himself out of the game in
extreme pain.
Comedians made jokes.
Players made jokes.
Everybody was laughing, it
seemed, but the horribly embarrassed Brett.
But minor surgery on the
offday relieved the pain and
pressure. He came back with
a smile on his face.

The way the 27-year-old AllStar handled the reaction to
his hemorrhoid ailment was
vintage Brett. His problem
became known after the

"All my problems are
behind me," he announced to
the army of writers and sportscasters. "If I don't play third
base,I'm going to Preparation

DH. Everybody else is having
Three times he dipped below
fun with this, so I decided I the magic number only to
should, too. Of course, I don't creep back above it. He was
enjoy being the butt of the -( hitting .400 as late as Sept. 19.
joke."
He finished with 118 RBI in 117
games.
He returned to action and hit
Brett amassed 4881
/
2 votes
safely in the final four games for AL player of the year
before the Pinnies finally beat honors, compared to 111
/
2 for
the Royals for the world Reggie Jackson of the New
championship.
York Yankees and 11 for Cecil
By mid-season, Brett was Cooper of Milwaukee. Willie
hitting .337, although an ankle Wilson, Brett's teammate,
injury kept him out of the All- was fourth with nine votes,
Star game. He hit an followed by Baltimore pitcher
astonishing .420 the second Steve Stone with three and
half of the vason and on Aug. Kansas City relief ace Dan
17, a Sundiy game in Kansas Quisenberry, with two.
City against Toronto, he slamMike Schmidt, Phillies'
med a three-run double that third baseman, was earlier
pushed his average for the named AP Player of the Year
first time over .400.
for the National League.

Auburn More Important In SEC Race

Bryant Only One Not So Excited
1980 ALL-WESTERN KENTUCKY CONFERENCE CLASS
AAA SELECTIONS — Calloway County placed three
players on this year's 24-man team. The takers chosen
are Tommy Workman (above) at offensive back and at
linebacker; Marty McCuiston (below) at offensive, and
defensive tackle; and Steve Chzrry (right) at defensive
tackle.
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Zimmer Bravely Takes Rangers' Job
ARLINGTON,Texas — Don ference next year," said ZimZimmer, bravely stbpped into mer, who failed to bring
one of professional sports' Boston a pennant and was
/
2years of trying.
high risk jobs Wednesday, fired after 41
managing the troubled Texas
Zimmer was pressed as to
R,angers.
why he would take a one-year
And Zimmer, who turns 50 contract with a team that had
in January, did something he finished a failing fourth in the
had told his wife 24 hours American League West under
earlier he wouldn't do — settle Pat Corrales.
for a one year contract.
"When I got fired in Boston,
Zimmer wasn't even the I told my coaches I would not
Rangers' first choice for their take a managing
job in the
10th manager since the major leagues with
a one-year
American League club moved, contract," Zimmer
said.
to Texas in 1972 with Ted
"kut
I
told
Robinson
in his
Williams at the helm. Not ante
New York Yankee Manager car from the airport that I had
Dick Howser -said no did enough self confidence that I
Rangers Executive Vice thought I would be here more
President Eddie Robinson than one -year, so I said, 'Do
it."'
turn to Zimmer.
The Rangers have had eight
But with typical aplomb,
none of the detractions seem- full-time managers and two
ed to matter to the man who interim managers in the nine
seasons the club has ;flayed in
was booed out of Boston.
"If we don't play decent I Texas.
Eddie Stanky lasted the
might be at another press con-

•

'Another Draft, Another Million'
Could Be Slogan For Free Agents
availability when the New Angeles Dodgers.
Three quarters of the free
York Yankees' turn rolled
around. The Yankees, with the agents have signed with new
best record in baseball, clubs. The New York Yankees
selected 26th and last on each have spent more than $14
round. The Chicago Cubs were million on their free agent
to open the draft, followed by signings, which have included
the Seattle Mariners and New Reggie Jackson, Goose
. Gossage, Tommy John, Rudy
York Mets.
A player can be selected by May and Bob Watson.
Yankee owner George Steina maximum of 13 teams, plus
his former club. Of the 200 brenner was one of several explayers eligible forifii draft in ecutives to hold getthe past four years, only'one acquainted chats with Winwas closed out on the first field. Other interested clubs
round
pitcher 'Dave Goltz were expected to be the Mets,
who signed with the Los .who promise to offer some
competition to their crosstown
rivals, the Atlanta Braves and
LIBERTY, VIOLA, RALPH LACHER, HICKOK, MUNSINQWEAR. GRAIS, SENO,*
Houston Astros.
ot
MONTE CARLO, CREKIITON, HOLBROOK,INTER WOVEN,
tle
Winfield,
Claudell
Washington of the Mets and
tit
speedy Ron LeFlore of the
.Montreal Expos were the best
of the 13 outfielders available.
11.1-Air Shopping Ctr.
Don Sutton of Los Angeles,
Tug McGraw of world champion Philadelphia and Dan
Spillner of Cleveland topped
9th
the list of 15 free agent pitchers. Darrell Porter of Kansas City was the choice among
nine catchers. First basemandesignated hitter Rusty Staub
of the Texas Rangers and Roy
Howell of the toronto Blue'
Jays were expected to get
strong consideration among
the 11 infielders.
While the Yankees have
been spending freely and winning four division titles in the
past five years, some teams
have been resisting the free
agent game and baseball's
new economics. The Detroit
Tigers haven't drafted a
single player in the past two
years, while Cincinnati, which
drafted .two players in 'both
1978 and '79, is the only team
thitISTOPHER SHIRT MAKERS, MESQUITE WESTERN SHIRTS,
that hasn't signed a free
ANSA
THOMP$QN, ALLYN ST. HORNE. oitooKnos.
agent.

By HAL BOCK
Al'Sports Writer
NEW YORK (API
Another draft day; another
million dollars.
That could be the slogan of
baseball's free agents. Since
the first re-entry draft in 1976,
45 free agents have signed
contracts worth $1 million or
more,topped by the $1 milliona-year deal for three seasons
that „pitcher Nolan Ryan
negotiated with Houston in
1979.
....
Ryan's record seemed in
jeopardy today when slugger

Dave Winfield was among the
48 players available for major
league baseball's fifth free
agent re-entry draft.
Winfield, who stopped talking with the San Diego Padres
when they balked at his asking
price of $13 million for 10
yens, provided a twist on the
Army's' campaign theme by
writing to more than a dozen
major league teams: "I don't
Want you."
The, 29-year-old outfielder
hoped to dissuade about half
the 26 teams from drafting
him, thus ensuring his

KING'S DEN

SALE

Anniversary
—Shop Early For Christmas!
— Register For A 550.00 Gift Certificate
We at the KingisoDen are celebrating 9
years in business, because of you our
customers. THANKS to you we have
grown each year. We would like to say
Thank You with a...

25%

tional standpoint I'd rather
By HEftSCHEL NISSENSON
beat them, but locally I'd
AP Sports Writer
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.(AP)— rather beat Auburn.
The only person connected
"I don't think Alabamawith Alabama football who Notre Dame will be as imporisn't outwardly excited about tant as the Auburn game, but
Saturday's long-awaited clash that's what people think, the
with Notre Dame in Birm- people who buy tickets and
ingham is Coach Bear Bryant. write about it. A conference
"Notre Dame is without 'game is more important to us
doubt the biggest name in foot- than an intersectional game."
Bryant is probably the only
ball and I'm happy to be playing them in Alabama," Bryant one in these parts who feels
said Wednesday."From a na- that way. Notre Dame sticks
in Alabama's craw like a
blocked punt. in 1966, despite
a 10-10 tie with Michigan
State, Notre Dame beat out an
Shortest amount of time — one unbeaten-untied.
Alabama
day. Zimmer was asked to team — perhaps
Bryant's best
restore some discipline to the ever — for the
national chamdissension-riddled Rangers by pionship.
Rangers Chairman of the
The Irish edged Alabama 24Board Eddie Chiles.
23 in -the.1,94scational yhArn"I had breakfast with Eddie p(ad
illiWitrh'I`'" Bowl
Chiles this morning and he
showdown and they spoiled
told me he wanted me to put the
No.1-ranked Crimson
up with no nonsense from the
Tide's title hopes the following
players," said Zimmer. "He year with a 13-11
Orange Bowl
sounded sincere."
triumph.

The crusher came in 1977
when fifth-ranked Notre
Dame whipped No.1 Texas in
the Cotton Bowl — runnerup
Oklahoma also lost — and
vaulted to the national crown
over Alabama, which'trounced Ohio State in the Sugar
Bowl.
"The fans certainly let you
know about it," said running
back Major Ogilvie. "We
know that Notre Dame cost
Alabama about three national

championships in a period of
five years. That gives MS a little bit of motivation."
"The losses to them were
not just losses because they
beat us out of so many national championships, so this
game means a lot," says Gary
DeNiro,a defensive end.
"It might be in the back of
our minds that we owe it to
Coach Bryant to win this
game," adds John Mauro, a
defensive end who will act as
specialty team captain on
Saturday. "He wants to beat
Notre Dame as bad as we do."
If it's gut-check time for
Bryant,the Bear doesn't show
it.
.
"The bragging rights that
go to the winner of the Auburn
game in the state are real important," he says, again looking past Notre Dame. "I'm
glad we have a week before we
play Auburn because I've
checked the records and not
many people win the week
after they play Notre Dame."

TRUCK LOAD
SALE'
Master
Mix

II

master mix

Hog Feed
v Cattle Feed
V Protein Blocks
V Mineral Blocks
i Livestock Equipment
Ruy In Volume And Save
Friday & Saturday
'
014°
cr,Nov. 14th & 15th eeP4
Ya'll Come On By Now!
A‘
•

•

Sale Storewide

OFF

ruppos.

"I lost that first game two or
three different times," Bryant
said. "Either team could have
won the second game, too,
even though neither team
played like Alabama and
Notre' Dame usually play. I
blew that one,too."
The only other head-to-head
confrontation took place in
1976, with Notre Dame winning 21-18 in South Bend. That
makes Alabama 0-3 against
the Irish — by a total of six
points:

753-7862

Harrell's Farm & Home

Hwy. 94 E.

- at
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Cooney, As Boxing's Idol, Could
Be 'The Making Of A Champion'

r 8r Times

MO

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
You might call it "The Mak-

hree times he dipped below
magic number only to
m back above it. He was
ing .400 as late as Sept. 19.
inished with 118 RBI in 117

rett amassed 488"2 votes
AL player of the year
ors, compared to 11 kt for
:gie Jackson of the New
k Yankees and 11 for Cecil
per of Milwaukee. Willie
son, Brett's teammate,
fourth with nine votes,
med by Baltimore pitcher
te Stone with three and
isas City relief ace Dan
senberry, with two.
:ike Schmidt, Phillies'
d baseman, was earlier
led AP Player of the Year
be National League.

SOCCER LEAGUE TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONS — Members of the Sting, who defeated the Fury for first place in
the Lower Division, are (front row, left to right) coach Keith Hayes, Josh Dick, Jason Adams, Jay Richardson,
Jonathan Burkeen,coach Bruce Christensen;(middle row)Jimmy Osborne, Clint Hutson, Brian Schell, Ryan Malone,
coach Yared Woldeyesus; back row, Ashley Poyner, Brad Schroader, Chris Hayes, Brett Christensen, Mike Fulton,
John Kind.

Kcited

inpion.ships in a period of
years. That gives us a lit)it of motivation."
The losses to them were
just losses because they
t us out of so many naal championships, so this
le means a lot," says Gary
iiro, a defensive end.
It might be in the back of
minds that we owe it to
ch Bryant to win this
le," adds John Mauro, a
msive end who will act as
:laity team captain on
irday. He wants to beat
re Dame as bad as we do."
it's gut-check time for
ant, the Bear doesn't show

and 225 pounds, is not exactly
the prototype of a ring hero
which we have come to accept
ing of a Champion - from a 20-year association
American Style,circa 1980."
with bombastic Muhammad
The scene was a small ham- Ali and slightly less with the
burger emporium in the celluloid's Sylvester Stallone.
center of teeming Manhattan,
The kid from Long Island is
a short throw from Madison
a king sized version of the
Square Garden. The bill of teenage heart throb, John
fare:
Double-deck Travolta — dark good looks,
cheeseburgers on a sesame flashing brown eyes and
seed bun, domestic cham- dimples in both cheeks when
pagne and the towering Long he smiles, which is often.
Island slugger being groomed
When he talks, the words
to solidify the fractured and come out out so soft and low
disarrayed heavyweight box- they are barely audible, even
ing division.
when he is speaking into a
Gerry Cooney, the guest of microphone. As a 24-year-old
honor, showed up 45 minutes professional, he already has
late, wearing an open shirt, whipped 24 opponents, 21 by
leather jacket and cowboy knockout, while hardly getting
boots. You would have a scratch or bump on his
suspected he just motorcycled Hollywood profile.
in from his honie' in HunIn four years, most of them
tington on Long Island.
in virtual obscurity, he has
You could hear the ladies battled his way to No.1 consigh from all the way across tender in the heavyweight
the room.
division, the logical next foe
Cooney, although 6-feet-6 for either Larry Holmes, the

World Boxing Council hometown and other
titleholder, or the World Box- charitable works.
A correspondent from Ring
ing Association champion,
Magazine enlivened the proMike Weaver.
But, to most of the country, ceedings by reminding Cooney
he remains a virtual nonenity. that Holmes had termed him
. This time, young Cooney the "White Hoax" instead of
didn't shove and push his way the "White Hope" and there
through New York's perilous
transit system Wednesday
noon on a mission of fistic
violence. He came to be
honored because he is nice to
kids.
While guests washed down
their hamburgers and French
fries with New York bubbly,
Cooney was presented a symbolic spatula on a plaque
memorializing him as the
"Big Mac Biggie."
It's an award giYen by the
McDonald's hamburger chain
not for disposing of ring opponents but for community
service. In Cooney's case, it
was tribute for contributions
to youth development in his

were going to be a lot of

"white dopes" if anybody
thought the kid could take
Holmes'crown.
"I don't like Holmes,"
Cooney said acidly. "I met
him four years ago. I was still
an amateur, just a kid. He
treated me like dirt. He's got a
big mouth. He's got no class."
It's different with Weaver.
."He's a nice guy," Cooney
said."He doesn't talk much."
"Which had you rather
fight?"someone asked.
"Makes no difference,
whichever comes first," the
young contender said. "But
not Ali. He was great for boxing. He ought to quit."

Wins Coming More Regularly For Power Of Mid-70's

Knicks Snap Sixers'12-Game Streak
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer

and with youth. Now they are
winning regularly and gaining
respect in the process.
The Knicks, 11-3, snapped

tional Basketball Association
in the mid-1970s, the New York
Knicks have lost with bigname, high-salaried players

Since
falling
from
powerhouse status in the Na-

.•.... •. -:. -.
BYRON'S pFisLmAcTy

The bragging rights that
o the winner of the Auburn
le in the state are real im[ant," he says, again lookpast Notre Dame. "I'm
we have a week before we
7
Auburn because I've
eked the records and not
ly people win the week
•r they play Notre Dame."

506 N 12th Murray Ky

Olympic.Plaza

Phone 753 2380
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the Rockets trailed 78-59
the Philadelphia's 12-game San Antonio Spurs 130-127, the
State
Warriors with 6:48 remaining in the
winning streak Wednesday Golden
night with a 125-113 victory — defeated the Kansas City third quarter before Murphy
Kings 111-101 and the Utah and Mike Dunleavy, who had
on the 76ers' home court.
"New York has the makings Jazz stopped the Seattle 10 assists in the second half,
led a charge that saw them
of ai great ball club," said SuperSonics 114-106.
outscore the Lakers 24-8 in an
Celtics 93, Bullets 86
Julius Erving, who scored 34
Cedric Maxwell scored 25 eight-minute span.
points in a losing cause for
Suns 130, Spurs 127
Philadelphia, which lost for points and Boston scored 15
Phoenix took a 2f-2-game
the first time since Oct. 14. straight points to erase
"They must be respected. Washington's only second-half lead in the Pacific Division
They've come a long way. For lead and end its four-game over the NBA champion
Lakers as Walter Davis
us,it is disappointing to lose at winning streak.
Wes Matthews, who led scored 31 points against San
home."
Washington scorers with 23 Antonio.
Despite missing one of their
The Spurs were led by
points, scored with 1:54 left in
youthful stars — Michael Ray
the third quarter to give the George Gervin with 29 points,
Richardson was sidelined with
Bullets their final lead at 65- while Alvan Adams supported
a sprained ankle — the Knicks
64. But they didn't score for the Suns with 25.
relied on two other young
Warriors 111, Kings 101
the ..next 7:17 as the Celtics
players. Guard Ray Williams
bolto a 79-65 lead.
Lloyd Free scored 31 points
and center Bill Cartwright
in-28 minutes of playing time
Nets 118, Nuggets 111
both scored 24 points, and
Rookie forward
Mike to spark Golden State,
Campy Russell, a forward acO'Koren scored 16 points in unbeaten in nine games at
quired in a trade just before
the first seven minutes of the home,over Kansas.City.
the season started, pitched in
game and finished with 28 to
The Warriors stayed ahead
with 22.
lead New Jersey over Denver. the entire fourth period after
"We are maturing," said The Nets aL,so got plenty of outscoring the Kings 31-20 to
Knicks Coach Red Holzman. help from their other rookie take an 87-77 lead after three
"We're fortunate to have starter,center Mike Giminski, quarters.
made some good deals, for in- who scored 26.
Jazz 114, Sonies 106
stance getting Cartwright in
Adrian Dantley scored 34
Bucks 122, Pistons 98
the draft and getting Campy
Sixth
man
Junior points and Darrell Griffith adRussell. Our guards are im- Bridgeman scored 27 points, ded 26 as Utah fought off a
proving, but we have to pay at- including 19 in the first half determined Seattle rally in the
tention. I know we have a long when Milwaukee took an in- second half.
way to go."
The Jazz, winning for the
surmountable lead. The Bucks
In other NBA games, the hit 60 percent of their shots first time ever in Seattle, shot
Boston Celtics beat the and Detroit 34 percent in the 60 percent from the field in the
Washington Bullets 93-86, the first two periods as Milwaukee first half compared to 32 perNew Jersey Nets tripped the grabbed a 65-41 margin,
cent by the Sonics, as Utah led
Denver Nuggets 118-111, the
Rockets 107, Lakers 104
l''62-49. But Seattle closed the
Milwaukee Bucks bombed the
Houston overcame a 19- margin to three points, 106Detroit Pistons 122-98, the point deficit to beat Los 103, in the final two minutes of
Houston Rockets edged the Angeles as Calvin Murphy the game before baskets by
Los Angeles Lakers 107-104, scored 19 of his 28 points in the center Ben Poquette and
the Phoenix Suns nipped the final two periods.
Dantley saved the victory.

20% Crum Is Skeptical As His
Team Picked For Metro
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By PAUL LeBA R
ference champions. Florida
AP Sports Writer
State was far back as runCLAYTON, Mo. (AP) —
nerup, with Virginia Tech
Louisville Coach Denny Crum
gaining the nod to finish third.
says he remains a skeptic of
Coach Ed Badger of Cincinhow others view the outlook
nati, which is viewed as an
this winter for his defending also-ran, expressed no resentnational collegiate kings in
ment over Louisville's domibasketball.
nant role.
"I've always been a
"I think it's really good for
nonbeliever in rankings," our conference to have the naCrum said Wednesday in tional champ. It can't do
regard to a lofty place for anything but help us," Badger
which the Cardinals have been said. .•'I thought we had
billeted. "I've always felt thAt credibility before, but now it's
ratings don't tell how well you even more."
play. When you talk about
Pour returning starters are
polls, I think they're for the seen as the key for the Carfans."
dinals, who breezed to the
Disregarding the feelings by NCAA crown last • March on
Crum, his coaching contem- the strength of Darrell Grifporaries in the Metro Con- fith's leaping abilities.
ference are among those
Griffith, of course, has
clearly
on
Louisville's departed and is now a rookie
preseason bandwagon.
standout in the National
During a tipoff session, all Basketball Amocation. But in
seven of them selected the his absence, only the type of
Cardinals to repeat as con- leadership he provided for a

Support our bands this Saturday biro of our net sales will be
split between the MHS & CCHS
High School Bands. Let's all help.

fion or your pours nol toryYng utcluoyto uN rho hno.COUP011 Expires,
,erYbIlluClIOns
30 days
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33-3 season would seem to be a
questionable commodity. "We could be better than
last year or we could be not as
good," Crum told reporters of
Louisville, which opens its
season Nov. 22 in Springfield,
Mass., against powerful
DePa ul.
"Our schedule is probably
as tough or tougher than it's
ever been," the coach said.
"But we've got, I think, an
outstanding basketball team.
We have outstanding depth."
Those returning to regular
roles for the Cardinals are forwards Derek Smith and Wiley
Brown, center Rodney McCray and guard Jerry Eaves.
Also back are top subs Roger
Burkman and Poncho Wright.
Louisville also has prize
freshmen in Lancaster Gordon and Charles Jones. All in
all, the Cardinals talent would
seem to exceed that of Florida
State, which is spearheaded
by returning all-conference
guard Mickey Dillard.
Behind Virginia Tech, the
scrap for fourth irlace could be
lively among Cincinnati,
Tulane, St. Louis aud. Memphis State. <••
Virginia-TEth's standout is
all-conference forward Dale
Solomon, but the Hokies lost
playmaker Dexter Reid and
Wayne Robinson. 'Mane has
Paul Thompson and St. Louis
a standout in David Burns.
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power to start
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extra •. Ask show Seats credit plans • Now on sale
in our "TB" catalog supplement.
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Alabama, Notre Dame Duel To Dislodge Georgia
By WILL(RIMSL.EY
country untannshed by defeat
AP Special Correspondent
or tie. Notre Dame is young, brash
But wait a nunutc Down on
and brimming with con- the Plains, Auburn isMournfidence. Alabama is an ailing ing one tune, -Georgia on my
giant with its Nos.1 and 2 mind." The Bulldogs may be
quarterbacks, Don Jacobs and ripe for plucking.
Ken Coley, on the injured list
Southern Cal, with only a tie
and two freshmen vying to to
mar its last 28 games,
direct the Crimson Tide should
squeeze
past
• wishbone behind an offensive Washington.
Michigan, seorline rebuilt since the title year mg shutouts
in its last two
of 1979..
games,should manage to hold
Still, it's college football's Purdue's Mark
Herrmann.
game of the day - a battle uf
Last
week's
score: 36-15,
two legendary powers, both
.705. Season:'363-126_742.
with No.1 aspirations.
week's
This
picks
. The team they must
dislodge is Georgia, a brand (favorite's points in parennew occupant of the penthouse thesis):
suite in the AP standings and
Auburn 17. Georgia (81
/
2)14:
the only major team in the Auburn has knocked the

Bulldogs out of the Sugar Bowl
the last two years. Why not
again?
Notre Dame 29., Alabama 17
(7): Only five :niors in the
Insh's two st Ling units but
scrappy
this
a
is
"togetherness" team.
Michigan 20, Purdue 14: The
last time the Boilermakers
beat the Wolverines at Ann Arbor was 1966, Bob Griese the
quarterback.
Southern California ( 13) '35
Washington 20: The question:
Can Marcus Allen run faster
and farther than Stanford's
D'arrin Nelson did?
Nebraska (20) 45, Iowa St.
9: If' they hadn't fumbled on
the three against Florida

State, the Cornhuskers
possibly would be No.l.
Ohio St. (18'2) 42, Iowa 7:
Wonder if Woody Hayes will
be taking a peek from behind
the blinds of his campus office'?
/
21 25, Arizona St.
UCLA (51
14: The Sun Devils get a kick
from knocking over the biggies (USC, an example), but
UCLA is forewarned.
Pittsburgh ( 28) 32, Army 7:
Big Hugh Green will make a
million tackles, but the
Heisman judges won't be looking.
Penn St. (20'2 1 25, Temple
14: An intrastate brawl.
Wayne Hardin, the old Navy
coach, will find a way to beat
the point spread.

Oklahoma 18) 37, Missouri
14: It's the Sooners' week to
roar. They should at least
reach their season's scoring
average.
Brigham Young (22)44, Colorado St. 7: Radar-wing Jim
McMahon reaching for a
record 4,000-plus in passing
yardage.
North Carolina St.(6'-z ) 26,
Duke 19. The game's at
Raleigh. With a hostile crowd,
how can Duke hear the
audibles?
South Carolina (17) 30,
Wake Forest 18: It's doubtful

In his last eight games, Griffith has averaged nearly 28
points but he is not surprised.
"I think the pro game
utilizes more of my offensive
ability," he said by telephone
from his condominium outside
Salt Lake City. "You've got
the 24-second clock which
makes it a fasterpaced game,
and I'm more effective at that.
It's a matter of adjustment
and getting into the flow of the
pro game. Now that I look at
it. I can see that MA problem

at the beginning was trying to
make things happen. I should
have just let them happen."
Griffith said that during his
first three or four games, "I
wasn't really into the system.
I felt like I wasn't really part
of the team. Coach was getting
on me a lot. He was trying to
get me to learn the plays and I
was out there trying to play
my game and concentrate on
my defense, and still wondering if I was getting to the right
place on the plays. Once I got

MURRAY, KY.

Catch the world's most famous chicken - The San
Diego Chicken - Saturday (Nov. 22) when the Murray
State University Racers open their 1980-81 basketball
season with a game against the England National Team.
The Chicken will bring his comedy act to Racer Arena
for the 8:05 tipoff. Make plans to join him at MSU for the
most entertaining basketball game of the 1980-81
college season.

comfortable on that, things
started opening up for me."
Nissalke said the one point
he wanted to emphasize about
Griffith "is that star quality
thing. I don't want to demean
them, but the other two guys
se thought about, Carroll and
McHale,just don't have that."
Nissalke said he's giving
Griffith time to mature. "We
feel we've got a guard who is
going to be one of the best in
the game."

MSU / ENGLAND NATIONAL TEAM
NOV. 22 / RACER ARENA / 8:05 P.M.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Cenfenence
Atlantic DIvidoe
W
L
Pct, GB
Phdadelptua
13
3
Z13
Nea York
11
3
786
1
Braden
9
5
643
3
New Jose)
7
9
438
6
6 10
Washuigton
375
7
Central DMA=
Milwaukee
14
4
TM Inchana
9
7
.563
4
Clacago
6 10
.375
7
Atlanta
5 11
.313
8
Cleveland
4 14
122 10
Detroit
3 14
176 10is
Western Conference
Midwest Mimi
San Antonio
12
5
706 Utah
11
6
.647
1
Houston
6
7
462
4
Kansas Clb
8 11
421
5
Denver
6 10
375
5'5
Dallas
2 15
118 10
Padfie ()Maim
Phoenix
14
2
.875 los Angeles
12
5
706
2's
Golden State
10
6
625
4
Seattle
7 10
412
Vs
San Diego
6
9
Portland
5 10
.333
Wedoeaday's Games
Boston 93. Waslangten 85
New Jersey Ilk Denver 111
NY 125. Fluladeliztaa 113
Miwaukee 1211, Detroit 98
Houston la). Los Angeles 104
Mama 130 San Antonio 127
Golden Slate Ill. Kansas (its 101
Utah 114, Seattle 106
ltursday's Games
Atlanta at Cleveland
Philadelphia at Indiana
San Adam at San Diego
Friday's Games
New Jerwe) at Bogen
Washington at Indiana
Chicsigo at Detroit
Portland at Dallas
New York at Milwaulwe
Houston at Utah
San Diego at las Made,
Kansas Qty at Seattle

CALL 762-6184 OR WRITE
MSU TICKET OFFICE

ws

TICKETS PRICED AT SS Si.and $3

MSU STUDENT MUST PUS

ALSO COMING
SAT. (NOV. 22)

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
WEMBLEY, England API - Rick
Meyer upset Wojtek Fibak of Poland 2-6,
7-6, 6-4 and Butch Walls surprised Eddie
Dibbs 6-3, 6-1 in the served round of'a
Grand Pnx tournament.
In other first-round matches, John
McEnroe crushed Trey Waltke. 6-1, 6-1:
Harold Solomon overcame Heinz Gunthardt of Switzerland 4-6, 6-2, 6-4; Stan
Smith rallied to beat Bill Scanlon 4-6, 6-3,
6-0 and Bob Lutz beat Billy Martin 7-6, 64
TAIPEI,Taiwan t API - Ivan I.endl of
Czechoslovakia advanced to the quarterfinals of the 175.000 Taipei Champion. ships, beating Sherwood Stewart 6-1,6-1.
In other matches. Pat Dupre downed
Chile's Jaime Fillol 6-0, 6-3; India's
Sashi Meson defeated Australian Ross
Case 1-6, 6-0. 6-2, and Australia's Syd
Bait beat Zimbabwe's Haroon Ismail 6-3.
7-6.
•
AMSTERDAM,The Netherlands t AI')
- liana Mandlikova of Czechoslovakia
whipped Glynis Coles of Britain, 6-1,6-i
to move mto the third round of the Dutch
International Indoor Women's Championships
Three Americans also reached the
third round Barbara Potter beat
Deborah Jevans of Britain 6-1. 6-0;
Renee Blount defeated Heidi
Eraterlehner of West Germany 6-1, 6-1;
and Joanne Russell ousted Marcella
Mesker of The Netherlands 6-4,6-4.
OLILSMAR, Fla. t API - Beth-Norton
beat No.3 Pam Shnver 6-4, 5-7, 6-2 in the
third round of the 8125,000 Florida
Federal Tennis Open.
Also, Kathrin Keil beat No.4 Regina
Marsikova of Czechoslovakia, 2-6, 6-3, 63, Susan Mascarin beat No.6 Anne Smith
6-4, 6-3; top-seeded Tracy Austin beat
Susy Jaeger 6-1, 6-1 and No.7 Wendy
White dropped Caroline Stoll 7-5, 7-6.
BASKETBALL
PISCATAWAY,N.J. t API - Dan Issel
of the Denver Nuggets became the 121h
player in pro basketball history to score

(5) 24. Michigan St. 10; Tulsa
26,Southern Illinois 12; W.
Michigan 14, C. Michigan 7;
Ball St. 17, Ohio U. 15; Miann,
0,23, Kent St. 9.
SOVTHWEST
Baylor (11) 32, Rice 12;
Arkansas(81
/
2)24,Texas A&M
14; Texas(141
/
2I 27, TCU 13.
FAR WEST
Washington St. 14, California 10; Oregon (22) 38, Oregon
St. 21; Wyoming 34, Air Force
14; Kansas (5½) 23, Colorado
6; Arizona 22, Pacific 6; Las
Vegas 37, Hawaii_ 22; San
Diego St, 15, Texas El Paso 13.

SATURDAY (NOV. 22)

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

NBA Standings

SOUTH
Georgia Tech 22, Navy(21
/
2)
7; Florida (4½) 17, Kentucky
6; Maryland (21
/
2) 19, Clemson
14; Mississippi St.(3) 14, Louisiana St. 10; Miami, Fla. (17)
29, Vanderbilt 6; Virginia
Tech 32, WM 20; Tennessee
(8½) 35, Mississippi 14;
Southern Mississippi 21, Richmond 7; Louisville 25, Cincinnati 18,
MIDWEST
Oklahoma St, (201
/
2) 45,
Iowa St. 9; Indiana 17'. I 22, Illinois 17; Wisconsin (10'2) 32,
Northwestern 0; Minnesota

orkThe Chicken is Coming!

Griffith Not Suffering From Jump
LOUISVILLE:, Ky. (
Making the jump from college
basketball to the ranks of the
pros,can be unnerving, but
Darrell Griffith hasn't suffered from the change. ..
After 16 games with the
Utah Jazz, the All-American
from the University of
Louisville is averaging 22.5
points,the 12th best worksheet
in the National Basketball
Association.
Griffith and his teammate
Adrian Dantley together are
averaging 55 points for the
Jazz, now in second place in
their -division after winning 10
games this sea,
3QT.
'I'd say we prOls,ably would
have won three games without
Darrell," said ,coach Tom
Nissalke, who had recommended that the Jazz draft
Griffith the first chance'-they
had.
. "Darrell was the greatest
available athlete," said
Nissalke. "I think Joe Barry
Carroll (drafted first by the
Golden State Warriors) is
okay and Kevin McHale
( drafted third, one pick behind
Griffith, by the Boston
Celtics) is a nice player. But
neither is All-Star caliber.
Darrell is."
Griffith,.who signed for $1.4
million, quickly learned that
Nissalke is a tough coach.
"I think it's the only way,"
said Nissalke. You have to
make a determination: Is this
guy a tough-minded person?
Is he tough-minded enough to
take direct criticism? You're
not going to succeed in this
league unless you are. And he
is. I made that determination
early."
The coach said that, offensively, Griffith "has done a
good job for us, and as he gets
into what we're doing, he'll do
an even better one."
Nissalke said Griffith is
capable of carrying a 25-point
average but still needs to
brush up on his defensive
work.

that the Deacons' momentum
carries over from the victory
over Duke.
Southern Methodist (51
/
2)20,
Texas Tech 14: The inventors
of razzle-dazzle football win
one the conservative way.
The others:
EAST
Syracuse 14, Boston College
(3) 7; Rutgers 22, West
Virginia 14; Yale (10) 19,
Princeton 7; Harvard (81
/
2)23,
Penn 0; Villanova 18, Holy
Cross 15; Cornell (121
/
2) 21,
Columbia 6; Brown (71
/
2) 14,
Dartmouth 10.

20,000 career points during a 116-111 Na tional Basketball Association loss to
New Jersey The includes six years with
the American Basketball Association

TICKET

Football - MSU / Western Kentucky
1:30 p.m. Stewart Stadium
Women's Basketball - MSU / UT Martin
6:00 p.m., Racer Arena

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
TEXAS RANGERS-- Named Don Zirniner manager and signed him to a
oneyear contract.
„BASKETBALL
•
Women's Professional Basketball
League
CHICAGO HUSTLE-Traded Jody
Rajcula, center-forward, to the New
England Gulls for a 1981 Fourth -round
draft choice.
DALLAS DIA.MONDS-Waived Stacy
Rhoades,forward.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
DENVER BRONCOS-Placed Otis
Armstrong, running back, on the injured
reserve list. Added Dan Norman, coonno back
HOUSTON OILERS-Placed Ken Barrough, wide receiver, and Art Stringer
linebacker', on the injured reserve list.
LOS ANGELES RAMS-- Placed Bob.
Brudzinski, linebacker, on the reserve
list. Signed Ed McGlasson, centerguard. Released Conrad Rucker
NEW YORK GIANTS- .Signed Nate
Rivers, running back-wide receiver, and
Eric Felton, defensive back. Waived
Phil Cancik, hnebacker ; Doug Nettles,
defensive back; Jim ('ulbreath,
fullback; and Steve Spencer, defensive
tackle.
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS-Signed
Jerry Wilkinson, defensive end, Waived
Mike Calhoun,defensive lineman.
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
ST.J.DUIS BLUES-- Acqwred Gerry
Hart,defenseman,from the Qui,bet Not-cliques.

LANZ-BOYR

Ghei3-Cm.e‘s
SALE

1
3

Exceptional Savings On
Famous La-Z-Boy
Reclina-Rocker®
! i
fi

1

SAVE
'100" To 1
5000

IIRAV2111241.71a6Va

WANTED
GOLD & SILVER

OFF REGULAR
LIST PRICE

Mash MQIify MOS
1

Prices Rise Up or Down
with Market

:06
„
'alrifor

SCRAP GOLD
Anytids. Marko& 10K 14K 111K

•RINGS
*CHARMS
*BRACELETS
'DENTAL GOLD, ETC.
-Any CosulltlionPrke Up's& Os Weight

SILVER DOLLARS
Badly Damaged. . . $10.00
Average Condition, . $13.00
Uncirculated
$15.00

The La Z- Boy Retina- Rocker char allows you to rock and recline to
your most comfortahle position It offers the added feature of the
legrest which works independently of the reclining action There are
many fabrics and vinyls for your selection

•

GOLD COINS
Bring In For
Appraisal
STERLING SILVER
Anything Marked

Sterling $1°Nan oz.
•Flatware 'Trays
*Tea Sets, etc
Any Conilitlos
Price Orimmulls Os 1.441111

SILVER COINS
1944 sr Bohr'

$5.00
Half Dollar
$2.00
Quarter
$1.00
Dimes
KENNEDY HALVES
1965-70
$1.50

YOUR OLD
CLASS RING
COULD BRING

$25 ,. $100

MOTOR HOME

A Small
Deposit
Will Hold
Your La-Z-Boy
'Til Christmas

a

tr
1

1
1
1
1

or morel

Over 150 Chairs In Stook To Choose From

COME TO THE
Fri. &
Sat.
Nev. 14-15
9 a.in.
to 6 p.m.

RECLINA-ROCKERChair

Parking Lot
Central Center
Near Roses'
Murray

Free
Delivery

fillIFIfteir
Is (•:iIL)4'J'5
Flt

1
1

7534834

11111
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STP
Foam
Degreaser
16 Oz. Aerosol Can

•

STP Products
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The Weazel' Updates Legend Of La Cosa Nostra
By ARTHUR EVERETT
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK API — Nearly
two decades ago, a stubby
minor mobster named Joe
Valachi sent a chill up
American spines with his sensational behind-the-scenes exposure of the organized crime
syndicate.
He was the first to identify
the mob by the name of La
Cosa Nostra,''Our Thing."
Now, in a Mahattan federal
courtroom, a latter-day snitch. Aladena "Jimmy the
Weasel" Fratianno, is updating the legend of La Cosa
Nostra.
The Weasel is singing like
canary and his tune is carrying us to thresholds far beyond
those reached when Valachi
ripped the veil of secrecy from
the. Cosa Nostra," a government source said recently,
asking not to be quoted by
name.
Fratianno, a confessed hit
man, is the star government

a

witness at the ongoing ticipating in 11 gangland
racketeering trial of Frank
murders. He pleaded guilty to
"Funzi" Tieri, 76, called the two rubouts and became a
senior member of the national government witness in 1974 in
commission" by the prosecu- return for a five-year
tion
in short, the top dog of sentence.
organized crime.
The Weasel cast off his
The New York trial should cloak of anonymous governgo to the jury in a week. In Los ment informer in 1978 when he
Angeles, another jury is testified at a federal court
already deliberating a verdict trial involving a mobfollowing a trial in which the controlled theater in upstate
star witness was. again, Fra- New York.
tianno. Five reputed CaliforFratianno, who claims to
nia Mafia members are charg- have been a close friend of
ed with various crimes con- Frank Sinatra, testified he
nected with the 1977 gangland agreed to get Sinatra into the
execution of mobster-turned- Knights of Malta, a Roman
informer Frank "The Bomp" Catholic honor society, if he
Bompensiero. The jury has would do a benefit at the
been deliberating six days.
,theater.
At both trials, the prosecuIt later developed that
tion asked Fratianno how a Sinatra never made a deal. He
member gets out of the Mafia.
performed at the theater but
"You come in alive and ,go was not linked to its
out dead," he testified each fraudulent operation.
time. "There's no way out of
At the Tieri trial, Fratianno
the organization."
testified that La Cosa Nostra
Fratianno, a dapper, silver- operates in 29 U.S. cities with
haired 67: has admitted par- one family in each city except

New York, which has five. He
identified Tier' as boss of New
York's Genovese family.
Said Assistant U.S. Attorney
Nathaniel Akerman: "This is
the first time anyone has ever
been charged with being the
boss of a crime family."
As Valachi had before him,
Fratianno said each boss
presides over an underboss
and a senior counselor, known
as a "consiglieri." Capos, or
captains, supervise lower
echelon members,. known as
soldiers.
The "national commission,"
he said, is composed of the
New York bosses and the
Chicago boss, who "more or
less handle disputes with other
families."
A highlight of Fratianno's
testimony here was his account of his 1948 initiation into
the Los Angeles Cosa Nostra:
"You are more or less prosomebody.
posed
by
Sometimes you do something
significant. Sometimes you
have a brother or father in it.
"They took me in a room by
myself. There was a long table
where all of the members
were. Most of the members
were sitting. There was a gun
and a sword crossing one
another in the middle of the
table.
"They all stood up. We held
hands. The boss said
something in Italian. ..: Then
they prick your finger with a
needle or a sword until blood
draws. Then you go around
and meet each member of the
family. You kiss them in the
cheek and you're a metabe.r.

Support Our Bands

The National Store is concerned about the
youth of our community. To show how important we feel they are we are donating10% of our net sales to the Murray High &
Calloway High Bands. Show
your support for
these two oustanding
youth groups.
Shop The National
Store This Saturday

"'Diey tell you that you
come in alive and go out dead.
There's no wayout of the
organization."
Valachi had none of EraUanno's mob prestige when he
turned goverrunent-informer
in 1963 before the Senate
rackets subcommittee.
Valachi, then 59, had been
initiated into the late Vito
Genovese's New York family
at the age of 27 and worked as
a sort of sergeant, above a
soldier but below a capo.
During the investigation,
FBI agent James Flynn asked
Valachi about the crime
sydicate:
"What's the name? Is it the
Mafia?"
"No, it's not Mafia,"
Valachi replied.
"We know a lot more than
you think," Flynn persisted.
"Now I'll give you the first
part. You give me the rest. It's
Valachi paled,then replied:
"Cosa Nostra! So you know
about it."
Valachi went on to testify

extensively against the Cosa
Nostra, describing it then as a
nationwide network consisting
of 27 families and more than
5,000 members.
"Before Valachi came
along, we had no concrete
evidence that anything like
this actually existed," said
William Hundley,then chief of
the Justice Department's
Organized
Crime and
Racketeering section. "...
Valachi named names. He
showed us what the structure
was and how it operates."
Valachi spent the rest of his
life in maximum security
prisons, his jailers always
mindful of the reported price"
of $100,000 on his head.
On April 3, 1971, he died in
1,ki Tuna prison in Texas, 66
years old and a forgotten man,
embittered,lonely and sick.
His wife and son refused to
claim his body. He was buried
in a secret grave lest it be
desecrated by the grim
organization he had exposed.
He had, in the words of the
Weasel,"gone out dead."

Good news for today's
business owner
We can save you time, and maybe some
money, on your insurance. /Etna's unique
Business Owners Policy cuts the red tape out
of insurance buying.
In practically no time we can get all the facts
we need. One short application does it. And
we can give you a quote in minutesl You get
the Property and Liability protection your business'needs— in one simple policy.
You see, we don't waste your time. Or your
money. Call us.

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...

K ING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

'r%Pr

Ph. 753-8355

David King-Gene Landolt-Adele Kupchella
he 4 Po t emelt,. and ',tom Company• The NandaM t ire Insurance
Company
The Automobae kw•Fame Company al Hareford Conneetwo•
4 Ina Casualtyi, Surety Company xi %non

Parks Department
To Host Seminar
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The state Department of
Parks will host representatives from parks systems in
nine states at Carter Caves
State Resort Park for a
recreational seminar Nov. 30Dec.. 4.
Personnel from parks in
Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
Maryland, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee,
West Virginia and Arkansas
will participate.

Chronomatic ^ -213 by Realistic

Three Appointed
To Advisory Council
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has
named three members to the
Advisory Council on Athleti(
Trainers.
Named to the council were
George Esters Jr. of
Rocicfiek1, Dr. R. Quinn Bailey
of DariVille and Lloyd Gardner
of Louisville.

THE HIGH SCHOOL BANDS NEED YOUR SUPPORT'

We're Taking
Time To Save
Some Of Yours

Wake up to buzzer or radio! Extra-large
clock display can be read from anywhere in the
room. Features 59-minute sleep and snooze
control, hi/lo display dimmer, 3/
1
2" speaker,
earphone 'ack. Save $10.07! #12-1520

Exciting Multi-Band Patrolman,"
Portable Radio
CB-60 by Realistic

HOME ENERGY FAIRG'
MSU Livestock Et Exposition Center
College Farm Rd.

Save
$30

fl95

Reg.
99.95
Hear the excitement of UHF/VHF police and
fire calls, aircraft, weather stations, CBers, plus
music, news, sports. Squelch control
eliminates noise between messages. All-band
fine-tuning, 4" speaker, headphone jack.
AC/battery operation. #12-766
Batteroes extra

Fri., Nov. 14-3-8 p.m.
Observe and compare the features of available products for the purpose
reducing energy use and home heating bills. Sponsored through the Kentucky Energy Conservation plan in cooperation with local dealers of
energy conservation products.

AM Novelty Radios Make Unique Gifts Cipt
DISPLAYS WILL FEATURE PRODUCTS

By Radio Shack
Bike Radio tits any handlebar. Builtin horn, safety reflector, antenna. 12-197

FROM THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES
Freed Gotham Co.
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Humphrey's Heating and Air
Conditioning
Quality Service Company
Murray Rental Et Sales Center
Murray Home Er Auto
Fireplace Shoppe
Coast to Coast Hardware
Purdom's Furniture

Ozark Log Homes
Harrell's Farm ft Home Center
Sears
Steele Er Allbritton
Kentucky Tennessee Insulation Co.
Barry Rose Insulation Co.
Wade Jones Insulation
Murray Electric System
Tennessee Valley Authority
Harmon Ft Malone Construction

PRODUCTS AND INFORMATION FEATURED WILL INCLUDE
VVoodburning Stoves and Inserts
Insulation Materials
Windows and Doors
Fire Regulations and Safety

Rolls Royce Car Radio is a replica of
1931 Classic. "Spare tire" volume/
tuning. 10" long 12-963
Telephone Radio with hidden

Each earpiece speaker, mouthpiece

volume, phone-dial tuning 12-1921

Tune In the World!4-Band
General Coverage Receiver

"Pettable"Portable
AM Radios!
By Realistic

DX-100 by Realistic

Solar Applications
Heat Pumps
Water Heaters
TVA Energy Assistance Program

Register
For FREE
WOODBURNING STOVE
And Other Energy Conservation Products
Sponsored By
Mugay State Univ., Kentucky Dept. of Energy, end loud
energy conservation product
busk.,

Raccoon

12-971

595E
Comic Cat

Six Styles
to Choose From
Furry little friends With radio
Battery
extra
hidden inside Handy outside
volume/tuning controls. Also
choose from Pekingese, Spaniel,
Country PkAnilqo nr Cuddly rAt

111

Tunes 520 kHz to 30 MHz — hear
short-wave, CBers, Hams, more!
Features main and fine-tuning, signal
strength metcr,.headphone jack. #20.20s

12-982

ts 'Tit Christmas

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /hack Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION Of 'Mgr. CORPOAATION

Giro* Plaza, Wormy

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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"Advertising LS the principal reason why the businessman has come to inherit the
earth "-- James R Adams.

1

Scientists Say Cholesterol
In One Form Is Beneficial

ACESTRA G CORN JR

West did some advertising with his use of the unusual no trump convention.
But as is sometimes the
case, it was declarer who
did business with the information.
West's jump to two no
trump was the unusual no
trump convention that
described a hand with at
least 10 minor suit cards (55 or better). The information could have been useful
to the defense had they
saved in five clubs for down
one. Instead, it was declarer
who got it all when he
played the hand as though
looking in West's hand.
Mark Feldman of San
Francisco (South) won the
spade lead, drew trumps
and led a club to his king
and West's ace. West exited
with the ace and another
heart and declarer took his
hearts ending in dummy and
ruffed a club.
Another trump was led to
dummy to ruff a third club
and declarer had prepared
the setting to fry West's fish.
With dummy and declarer
left with trumps and
diamonds, declarer led the
diamond king and West was
paralyzed. He won his ace,
but was forced to lead from
the diamond jack and

declarer made his game by
allowing the diamond lead
to ride his 10 (the alternative of a club exit by West
would have offered a ruff
and discard)
NORTH
11.13-A
•K 9 5 3
•K 8 5
•Q 7 6
•10 53
WEST
•10
•A4
•A J 5 3 2
•A J 8 7 2

EAST
•6 4
•J 9 7 6 3
•9 4
•Q 9 6 4

SOUTH
•AQJ872
•Q 102
•K 1011
•K

Vulnerable Both
South The bidding

Dealer

South
West
I• ' 2 NT
4•
Pass

East

Opening

North
34

Pass

Pass
Pass

lead Spade 10

If a declarer tells you
where the cards are, why
not play to take advantage
of the information?
Bid with Corn

South holds

11-13-B

•10
•A 4
•A J 5 3 2
•A J 8 7 2
South
I•
2•

North
I•
2 48

ANSWER: Three hearts. A
delayed raise in an effort to
explore game possibilities.
With the right hand, North can
accept and score a game.

By WARREN E. LEARY
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON
AP) —
After years of cautioning that
cholesterol is bad for the
heart, scientists now say one
form apparently is beneficial.
And the more the better.
While health experts said
Wednesday that a high total
cholesterol level in the blood
still increases the risk of heart
problems, several studies
show that a portion of this
cholesterol is a "good" kind
that apparently protects the
heart.
The latest evidence of this is
a large government-sponsored
study that indicates highdensity lipoprotein (HDLI
cholesterol actually lowers the
risk of heart disease.
The study, which looked at
the blood fats and lifestyles of
about 10,000 people, indicates
that risk subsides as levels of
this form of cholesterol rise.
Dr. Robert I. Levy, director
of the National Heart, Lung
and Blood Institute, said the
benefits of this form of
cholesterol in the body were
overshadowed for years by
concerns about overall
cholesterol content.
"It's embarrassing that
HDL- was not attended to
earlier," Levy told a news

briefing. -Now we realize the
importance of looking at the
different kinds of cholesterol
and other blood fats, and
determining
what they
mean."
Levy and other experts
notedthat the study did not examine what happens if people
modify their lives to increase
HDI. levels. No one knows if
purposely boosting HD!. will
bring any benefits, he added.
"But the same things we
have been recommending for
years to improve health in
other areas — moderate
weight, more exercise and
stopping smoking — also increase HDL," Levy said. "It
seems to be yet another
reason to follow a more
moderate lifestyle."
Cholesterol is a fatty
substance that is made
naturally in the body as well
as being added by diet. High
cholesterol levels are strongly
associated with increased
heart and blood vessel
diseases.
But all cholesterol is not
alike. It moves through the
blood attached to different
types of protein and the body
reacts to these combinations
— called lipoproteins — in different ways.
The principal form of

Mack & Mack Sports-O-Rama

cholesterol, called low-density.
lipoprotein cholesterol, is the
one mainly associated with increased heart disease. There
is 2.5 times more of this type in
the body than HDL.
Levy noted that although
alcohol consumption is
positively associated with
higher HDI. levels, people
should not overdo it. Alcohol is
negatively associated with
other life-threatening conditions, such as high blood
pressure, he added

In Aurora Opens 9 a.m.-5 a.m.
Sat. 15& Sun. 16
For

FINAL CLOSEOUT
On Entire Stock
Mark Twain
Canvass-Top 8,
Curtains

Col. Harland Sanders
Is 'Doing Better' At
Louisville Hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Col. Harland Sanders, the 90year-old fried chicken king, is
"doing better" at a Louisville
hospital where he was admitted Nov. 7 for treatment of a
kidney and bladder infection.
according to a spokesman for
Kentucky Fried Chicken.
"He asked for some food to
be brought from home for
lunch today," John Cox of
KFC said Wednesday. "That's
always a clear sign that things
are getting better."
Despite his good appetite,
Sanders • remained on the
serious list, Cox added.

Up To SO 0

Off On
All Merchandise In
The Store

Dealers Are Welcome
Frank L. Ryan, Special Commissioner,
Marshall County Circuit Court

It
CO

•
Your Key TO Value
By Abigail Van Buren

Aloof Husband Needs
A Kick in the Ego
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
20 years. He leaves me alone a lot, refuses to even try to
communicate with me, says he is not affectionate, doesn't
really need me, and is his own best company. He states that
he needs attention from other women to boost his ego, and
he thinks I should develop my own interests to keep myself
occupied.
Yet, he insists that he is happy and doesn't want me to
leave him. What would you do, Abby?
ROOMMATE

II-band
:k

extra
ItaNmalae--

•••

• ••

(Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
your chest. For a personal reply write to Abby, Box
69700, Los Angeles, ('alif. 90069. Please enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

Six Styles
loose From
) ,Battery
le
extra

0

Support our bands this Saturday 10°0 of our net sales will be
split
:
between the MHS & CCHS
!High School Bnnds. Let's all help.

r INDIVIDUAL STONES

RASESff...

RAZORS fT OFF

COP
PRICE

32666
See Page
225

2644
See Page
223

"T•

SHARP

I-tA ES F

Order #131539

Click 'N' Clean
Can Opener
• Fast and efficient
• 5-foot cord
• Available in HirveSt Gold,
Almond, or White

COP
PRICE
944

VA

See Page
40

Order #134309-Harvest Gold
#134279-Almond
#134295-White

31/2 Quart Crock Pot

COP
PRICE
See Page
6

Insulated
Camouflage
Coveralls
• Outer Shell - 100% Cotton
• Insulation is Dacrone Hollofil'
808 polyester
• Hand wash, line dry
• Camouflage only
Order #399213-Small
#399221-Medium
#399248-Large
#399256-X Large

• Made of Stoneware with glass
lid
• Available in Flame, Harvest
Gold, or Almond
• See page 49 for the Removable
3'. Quart Crock Pot

..
CROC PO
COP
PRICE
11 44

Order #134368-Flame
#134376-Harvest Gold
#134384-Almond

See Pegg
46

Single Height Workmate
• Folds fiat for storage
• 51
/
2" wide
• Color Grey
Order #244473

Variable Speed
Reversing Drill With
Infinite Speed Lock
3/8"

• 1/3 HP 110 V
• Detachable 6' cord
Order #243701

STORIES
11111111111

2
— --.......Tav
axamentwaNNerataimanalltpallA8.!.....T. •

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

OSIT..

• Microphone and earphone lack
• Uses 4 "C" batteries (included)
• Size 2'." H x 101
/
2" x 51
/
2"

:at

1
4-ea
'rest You

TWIN ACTION
BLADES

COP
PRICE

COP
PRICE

Portable Cassette
Recorder

3963
DEAR READERS: Almost everyone remembers
where he or she was on Dec. 7, 1941, when the news
of Pearl Harbor was first broadcast. If yours is an
unusually interesting story, please put it on a postcard and send it to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.

• 9 closeness/comfort settings
• Pop-out beard and moustache
trimmer
.• Travel wallet in simulated leather
• Color: Silver/Black

• Dipole VHF and loop UHF
antennas
• Simulated wood-grained cabinet
• Size 17 5/16" H x 24" x 19" ,
Order #158348

•• •

111:atteries

•

Rotatract Razor

19" Diagonal Linytron
Plus Color Television

DEAR STEVE: Thanks for tipping me off on
Tacoma. Readers elsewhere need only to call their
local schools and offer their services.

1

Noreko

.

See Page
19

HEXR Al3BY: In your confidential to RETIRED AND
BORED, yeti' left out one of the great avenues for relief to
boredom: Volunteering in schools, especially elementary
schools.
As you said,"The older citizen possesses the wisdom and
patience of age" — the wonderful qualities schools are
looking for. Our children love their voluntary grandmas and
grandpas.
a
In Tacoma, we have a PROJECT RAISE (Retirees Active
In Student Education) that welcomes the help of our older
citizens. Most schools and school districts have some kind of
program or way to use volunteers of all ages. The opportunity is as close as your neighborhood school.
STEVE MONDAU, PRINCIPAL,
BRYANT ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, TACOMA, WASH.

DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from UNHAPPY
PATIENT complaining about the lack of privacy she .
experienced while her dentist was working on her.
Well, I think I can top her: A few years back I was having
minor surgery in a doctor's office when a woman friend of
his walked in and proceeded to engage him in a spirited
conversation which lasted over,five minutes.
I wasn't embarrassed, but I did fear for my manhood, as
the doctor was performing a vasectomy!
•
NEARLY NEUTERED IN LONG BEACH

•

4396

iman't

Reg.
99.95
:e and
rs, plus

S.

Our NEW Fall & Winter COP Catalog offers more variety than
ever before at money saving prices.
Order direct from this ad by Phone or in the store at the
Catalog Desk (See Catalog index pages fol phone #s)
Your order will be ready when the store's next shipment arrives.
NO HANDLING OR DELIVERY CHARGES.
CATALOG ORDER PRICES are LOWER than Fred's Store
prices for the same merchandise, where available. Items in this
promotion are generally not available iti all Fred's stores.
ORDER from the COP and SAVE.

Order #132942

•• •

35

/
Catalog
Order
Plan

516W. Main
8:30-6:00
Mon.-Thurs. & Sat.
8:30-8:00 Fridays
753-6588

DEAR ROOMMATE: I would tell him 1 am leaving
anyway, because in order for me to be happy. I need
someone who needs me, enjoys my company and is
affectionate. I would state that I do not need a man
who requires attention from other women to boost
his ego, nor one who thinks I should develop my own
interests to keep myself occupied. And since he
refuses to communicate with me,I would tell him if he
really doesn't want me to leave him permanently, he
should communicate with my lawyer,and perhaps we
can work it out.

Realistic

I

Mercury Propellers
Up To 60% Off

Black s Decker

•-•1
,
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LI LE WANT ADM BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. Help Wanted

1:TelpiNotice
NOTICE AS TO ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION OF
THE COMMISSION OF THE SOUTH 641 WATER
DISTRICT. OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY, AUTHORIZING $472,000 OF SOUTH 641
WATER DISTRICT WATER AND SEWER
REVENUES BONDS OF 1981.
Notice is hereby given that on November 3, 1980,
the Commission of the South 641 Water District, of
Calloway County, Kentucky, adopted a Resolution
authorizing the issuance and sale of $472,000 of the
above-styled Bonds for the purpose of financing the
cost not otherwise provided). of the acquisition and
construction of a new waterworks and sewer system
for the District, including the purchase of the existing city of Hazel, Kentucky, waterworks and
sewer system, and the construction of
replacements, extensions, additions. and . irnprovements thereto,. under the provisions of
Chapter 106 of Kentucky Revised Statutes. Said
Resolution provided that it would become effective
ten days after the date of adoption. It is provided in
KITS 106.250 that any action challenging the validity
of such a Resolution shall be brought within twenty
days from the effective date of Such Resolution or
be forever barred. Accordingly, notice is hereby
given that any action challenging the validity of
said Resolution must be brought within twenty days
from November 15, 1980, or be forever barred. A
copy' of said Resolution is on file in the office of the
Secretary of the Water Oistrict, where it may be examined by any interesttd party. (Sighed) South 641
Water District, by Carman Parks, Secretary, c/o
Harold T. Hurt, 105 North Sixth Street, Murray,
Kentucky 43071.
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YOU KNOW WHAT WE
FOREOT SIR? WE FOREOT
TO BRINE, ALONG AN
AUTOMATIC DUCK PLUCKER

SLUG GO,ARE
YOU READY
TO GO TO
SCHOOL?

NOTICE OF BOND SALE
TEXAS REFINERY CORP otters
41 11/1A1,14
Sealed bids will be received by the South 641
plenty of money plus cash
USA
*
Hurt,
bonuses, fringe benefits to
Water District at the law office of Harold T.
FACT
mature individual in Murray
105 North Sixth Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 ( adAres eat wreaSiffil I.
area. Regardless of experience,
dress mail bids to the undersigned), until 4:30 P.M.,
*racially Al
%SI
write I A Byers, Texas Refinery
C.S.T., on November 24, 1980, for the purchase at
STARKS 10 Corp., Box 711, Fort Worth,
(*
not less than par of $472,000 of South 641 Water
District Water and Sewer Revenue Bonds of 1981, to •HARDWARE 10 Texas 76101.
be dated as of the date of delivery and bearing in12th & Poplar
terest from that date, payable semi-annually on
PROFESSIONAL
7531 227
'UP
maturing
on
year,
each
July
1
of
and
January 1
SECRETARY
purissued
inclusive,
2021,
January 1, 1984 through
Full time position,
Chapters
74
and
redeemable
106, and
suant to KfiS
Bible Facts. Free Store for the working in downtown
on or after January 1, 1991, at par plus accrued inneedy. 759-4600
Murray. Send resume to
terest, without any redemption premium.
P 0 Box 1040 A
Usual tax-exempt status. Secured by a first
"History As Seen
pledge of the grosS revenues to be derived from the
Wanted Permanent Employee
Through The Bible"
Will train suitable applicant to
combined and consolidated water and sewer system
759-4444.
Children's
be typesetter and paste up ar
of the District and will further be secured by a first
Story 759-4445.
fist Call for an appointment M
statutory' mortgage lien against said system.
F, 8-4, 153-5397
Minimum bid, par value ($472,000 for all of the
Bonds,and bidders must name a single interest rate
At Carter Studio you get a
tOr W3 grUf.
.-Swide variety of frames. You
in'a multiple of 1/8% or 1/10%. No specific maxCustom
Built
portable
•
choose
the
frame
thot hest
imum interest rate is applicable. "
buildings Call 753-0984
• enhances your print.
The FmHA will submit a bid for the purchase of
the Bonds. In the event that a bid)s) from non• CARTER STUDIO 9. Situation Wanted
governmental bidder( si shall be received, the rate
st 304 Main
Leaf raking Call 153-9137 or
753-8298
and terms of which are determined by FmHA to be
.. 753-7490
reasonable,then such FmHA bid will be withdrawn.
Will do sewing, alterations and
3. Card of Thanks
A 2% good faith check will be required. The apWords fail us in our attempt babysitting for 1 child between
proving legal opinion will be rendered, without cost
to convey expressions of 1-4.Call 753-0952 "
to the purchaser, by Rubin & Hays, Municipal Bond
will
be
sincere
thanks and grateful ap- 10. Bus. Opportunity
Delivery
Kentucky.
Louisville,
Attorneys,
preciation to our friends for Business Opportunity. National
made after January 1, 1981. Bid Forms, the Official
every gesture of kindness, Company in largest field,
Notice of Sale, the Statement of Essential Facts,
tendered us since the demise establishing representatives
and other information, may be obtained from the
of my husband and father, now! Low investment, high
undersigned. )Signed) Carman Parks, Secretary,
Plenty Perry. For the floral return. Sound company, will
South 641 Water District, c/o Harold T. Hurt, 105
designs, cards, telegrams, food, buy back it not successful. Call
North Sixth Street, Murray,Kentucky 42071.
and all communications have (502) 965-5387 or (502) 545been most comforting
3993.
Mrs Plenty Perry
21441c2. Notice
e
Have a highly profitable, non
&Children
franchised, Jean & Sportswear
Shop of your own. Featuring
Christmas
5. Lost and Found
over 100 brands- Levi, VanderLost Skinny black cat in Col- bilt, Klein. Sedgefreld, BritOpen House!
WANTED:
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Nor. Ii
dwater Road - Clark Street tania. many more. $16,500 inA.K.C. Registered Male
iris & Main
area. Call 759-4121 or 159- cludes inventory, in-shop trainAfoghan Hound For
ultimate
ing, installed fixtures and
The
4455.
Breeding Purposes.
cosmetic line of the
Lost set of truck keys, last Grand Opening. Open within
Coll Keith at 75380's.Comseen in new city park on picnic 15 days. Call Mr. Summers at
PACESETTER FASHIONS (214)
1919 8:00-5:00 or
plimentary facial at
table. 753-5252.
937-6442.
759-1 207 after 5:00.
your convenience,
6.
Help
Wanted
by
11. Instructions
given
Lady to clean house, one day a
professional beauty
Private
guitar instruction. All
week. References required. Call
:onsultants:
Beginning,
in753-9392 after 5 and on Styles.
Hilda Oakley
termediate, advanced. Chuck's
weekends
Music, 153-3682.
Ann Williams
.
This & That Shop. Arts crafts
Pharmacist wanted. If you are
and macrame. Don't know
Janice Graham
12.
Insurance
inter6sted in becoming
what to get them for'
LaDon Haley
associated with a rapidly ex- Fantastic rates on 1974 or
Christmas? Call 753-0223 or
Drawings Homily
panding organization' that prac- newer mobile homes. See or
Refreshments Served
come by Pottertown Road
tices pharmacy on a high call Johnny Williams, your
Highway 280, look for sign.
ethical standard, we would very M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
much like for you to contact 14. Want To Buy
us. Management positions are
available. Excellent starting ar- Child's table and chairs. Call
rangement, good working con- 753-3017 after 6 pm, 753dition, paid vacation, pension 1851 during day.
plan, sick leave plan, free life 1965-66 Mustang convertible
insurance, hospitalization and Little or no rust on frame Body
major medical plan, plus many any condition 759-4509
other company benefits. Write
or call. Revco Discount Center, Want to buy: Used mobile
Bel-Air Shopping Center, phone home, any size. 527-1362.
753-8304. Contact Dan Ed- Wanted to buy. Used aircompressor, 1 hp or larger.
wards or Tom Furniss.
Phone 753-7581 after 4 pm.
Deliver Telephone
15. Articles For Sale
Books
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
AN AUTOMATIC DUCK
Full or Part Time
pipe, 6"x30", $29.99; 8"x30".
PLUCKER CAN PLUCK ONE
Men or women with
$29.99, installation kit, 6",
automobiles are needed in
DUCK IN E1614TY SECONDS
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin
Murray. Delivery starts-about
OR FIFTli-THREE OUCK5
Nov 20. Send name, address,
Hardware, Paris.
telephone
number,
type
age,
IN SIXT'l MINUTES!
of auto, insurance company
Fairbanks scales, 24' platform,
and hours available on a post
35,000 gross, steel ball balanc411
card to D.D.A.,Inc., Box 322.
ing. $1500, trade. Evenings,
759-1739.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY needs
211P1U33
dependable person who can
FOR SALE
work without supervision in
THAT'5
TEACHER ONLY
• II Types of okl diamonMurray. Contact customers.
NOT A
GAVE ME
.s and gold jewelry,
Age unimportant, but maturity
WHOLE
50 PERCENT -ON
adding
rings,
is We train. Write K.T. Dick,
APPLE
THAT TEST
.ngagement rings, din
Pres.,
•
Southwestern
nor
rings,
all
types
of
YESTERDAY
Petroleum, Ft. Worth, TX
men's rings, antique bar
KNOW
pins, broaches, karat
76101.
IT--gold watches. We have
Wanted: Typesetter. Full time
a good selection of pre
work. Call for an appointment.
owned jewelry mad will
M-F, 8-4. 753-5397
pay top dollars for these

,-1,1/rrelo

1

DID YOU KNOW??
There's now a number you can
call for FREE educational or
career
information. Just dial I vi
iUUU
800-292-2253 between 10
1111
a.m. and 8 p.m. and a counHE
IA7 U. selor will help you.

IF WE DECIDE TO HAVE
DUCK FOR DINNER WE
SHOULD HAVE AN
AUTOMATIC DUCK PLUCKER

YEP---AS- SOON
AS I GET
MY APPLE
POP THE
TEACHER

415

Items,

Full Time Day Orderly,
for long Term Care
Unit.
Competitive
salary and excellent
benefit program. Only
persons interested in
permanent work need
apply.
Personnel Offke
Murray-Calloway Co.
Hospital, Murray, KT.

NO. I SEE
THIS CONDITION

ALL THE TIME

DON T LOOK NOW BUT
MARGiE AND LEE ARE
HAVING LuNCH TOGETHER

AND THEY'RE TALKING
ABOUT u5 RiGHT NOW

richx, 00 you
KNOW"

BECAUSE I HAD LUNCH WITH
LEE YESTERDAY AND WE
TALKED ABOuT YOu AND
mARGIE

Rogers Jewelers
The Diamond afore of Pads
110W Washingson St
Northaide of &awe, Down
wn Paris, TN Phone 11011 642
6661

For sale Hospital beds, excellent condition, $50 and up
Call Laverne, Marshall County
Hospital, Benton, KY 5278633.
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair. We make
Wanted. Paste-up Artist. Lou' leather clothing, chaps, vests,
work Permanent. Call for an tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
appointment, M-F, 8-4, 753- and many other gift items. Call
5397
247-3934.

(
"r4
)

HELP WANTED
° *Stearn Finisher
5HH ,
DEVIL

THE THUNDER
OF HOOVES...
AND HE /5
GONE.

Experience Not Rectuired

•Seamstress
must
be
experienced
in
alterations.
Apply in Person Boone's Cleaners, 605
Main

15. Articles For Sale

24. Miscellaneous

28. Mob. Home Rents

For sale Storm windows Call
1539522

King automatic wood heater,
brick lined, cast iron grates
and doors, lift off cook surface
top, model 8802B, $259 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
Patio doors for sale, 6 foot
doors with screen, $100, Call
753-1326 after 6 PM.
Rolls of fiberglass insulation,
PI" thick, 15" wide, 40' long,
R-11, $1.98 a roll. /
1
2"x4x8
Gypsum wall board, $3.98 a
sheet. 2x4's, 8' long, $1.49
each. 60 pound bag Quikrete,
$2.78 each. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping
Center.
Utility trailer, 14'x6', flat bed,
tri axles. $350. Call 474-2325.

For rent. Two bedroom trailer
near Murray, No pets. Call 4892611.
Two bedroom trailer on Ledbetter Church road. $60 per month. Call 354-6144.
Two bedroom trailer, $125
month plus deposit Call 7531852
Two bedroom partially furnished on large private lot, 3 miles
east of Murray. No pets. Call
753-6283 after 5 pm.

Long wheel base truck topper
Also moving sale for one month, most every thingl Call 4374601.

16. Home Furnishings

Antique day bed Best offer..
Call 753-6232.
Ashley heater for $285, burns
24" wood, used very little, excellent condition Call 1534155.
Commodes, white, A grade,
$43.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Cabinet stero, hotpomt range,
compound bow, tree stand,
26. TV-Radio
solid oak twin bed suite,
Baldwin organ,( fun machine), G.E. color t.v., good condition.
2 end tables, swag lamp, Call 167-2548.
cuckoo clock. Call 759-1322.
Wanted. Person to take up payDining room suite, 8 piece ment on 4 month old remote
reasonably priced. Call 492 control color t.v. Warranted. 1
& B Music, 753-7575.
8744 after 6 pm.
For sale: Set of bunk beds,
$75. 753-7603 after 4 pm.
For sale: Combination kitcher
bar with eating area, lair
susan, 2 cubbards, 2 drawer
2'x5' with 2 matching chairs
Like new. Phone 436-2802.
For sale: 36" natural gas Tappan range, good condition, also
36" coppertone inverted range
hood, good condition. Call 7534862 after 4 pm.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 753-6760

18. Sewing Machines
For sale: Portable Singer sewing machine. Has zig-zag stitch,
multi-stitch, tlind -stitch. Also
included is a Singer buttonholer attachment. $90. Call
436-2742 after 6 pm.

19. Farm Equipment
35 hp Desiel Delta Massey
Ferguson tractor with bush
hog, disc, blade and
cultipacker. $3300. Call 7537160.
Ford. model 640 tractor.
$1500. Call 753-6265 after 5
pm.
One used 3300 John Deere
combine, $12,000 One used
95 John Deere, $3800. One used 45 John Deere, $3500. One
used K Gleaner, $14.000. Two
used F Gleaners, $15,000. One
used 7060 AC tractor, $16,000.
Free financing till May 1,
1981! B & G Equipment, Paris,
TN, 642-1242.

20. Sports Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hoplonsville junction KY 164-117. Hours 8-5.
Sunday 12-5,(502)885-5914.

30. Business Rental
For rent 2 large commercial
buildings across from M S U
campus, available May, 1981
Call 753-2967 after 5 pm
/AIM
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-47511

Warehouse, 500 square feet.
Thornton Tile and Marble, 612
1967 Detroiter, 10x55, partial- South 9th, 753-5719.
ly furnished, $2200 Call after 31. Want To Rent
5 pm, 759-4567
Want to rent or lease 100-400
Late model, used mobile home acre corn or bean ground. 642for sale, cheap! 753-6939 after 0207, Hatman & Hatman Farm,
5 pm
Buchanan, Tennessee.
1974 Mobile home, 12x65, ful 32. Apts. For Rent
ly furnished, washer and dryer
Apartments for rent, near
$6000 354-6616 or 431-4537 downtown. Call 753-4109.
1973 Model, 14x65 with ap- Furnished one bedroom apartpliances, furniture, porches, ment, available December
1st.
and underpinning included Call after 3:30, 753-7418.
$7500 753-8922
For rent: 2 bedroom duplex,
1970 Mobile home. 12x60, central heat and air, outlet for
with new carpet, sliding glass washer and dryer.
Couple
doors and porch, partially fur- preferred. No pets. Call
753nished, with new gas heat, 9741.
washer, 2 bedroom, gas heat,
in excellent condition. Call One and two bedroom apart753-0480 or 437-4514 after 6 ments, now available 7538298
pm.
Two bedroom, 12x60 Fleet Two bedroom apartment,
wood, natural gas heat, centra, range, oven, refrigerator,
electric air, excellent condi- dishwasher, disposer, washer
tion. Like new in every respect. and dryer hookup, air, carpet.
Located at Fox Meadows: No pets. One year lease and
Reduced! Call Japes at 753- $225 deposit required. $225
per month. Phone 753-2622 or
8146.
753-3865.
Home
Rents
28. Mob.
Three bedroom duplex, near
12x60 For rent in Murray. downtown, $175 per month
Natural gas heat No pets. Call 753-2477 after 5 pm
$150 month plus deposit. 753Two bedroom garage apart1873.
ment, available in December.
12x60 Mobile home for rent Married
couples
only
See Brandon Dill at Dill's References and deposit reTrailer Court, Murray Drive-In quired Call 492-8594 after 6
Theatre entrance
pm
Two bedroom trailers, corn- Unfurnished one bedroom
)letely furnished, good condi- duplex apartment, one block
tion, from $145. Call 753- from University, available in
8964.
December. Large yard,
Two bedroom, outside city fireplace, single preferred,
limits, 121 South, $90 plus $145 per month. references redeposit. Water furnished quested. Call 753-2234 for appointment
Phone 753-5405

27. Mobile Home Sales

31
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hall
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753-1
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AUCTION SALE
Saturday Ileveraloor 15, 19110, 10:00 am. Meld by
time Murray Scheel of Praetkul Marshes at the
Anierkaa Lesko Nall, at tile comer of Stio sad

22. Musical
Ladies antique Malanto accordian for sale. 753-6136.
New and used Baldwin piano
and organs, Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from the Post Office.
Paris, TN.

23. Exterminating
ALL BUGS CALL
Ill

t:
.I!

/

Termite A
& Pest Control %

0Kelley's 44

Will sell a truck load of new merchandise. Some of
the items are silverware, all kinds of tools, small furniture, marble top fern stand, bowls and pitichers,
radios, dishes, new Christmas paper wrapping,
billfolds, jewelry, swag lamps, table lamps, all kinds
of toys, all kinds of pottery and much, much more.
Folks if your looking for a Christmas gift this is the
place to be.
Proceeds will go to the Paducah Lions Club Telethon
and towards the purchase of a Jaws of Life for the
Murray-Calloway County Rescue Squad.

Auctioneer Terry
Shoemaker

Satu
ate:
eh e
Nig,
Roe
Will
furn
lam{
tiga
den
quilt
trou

Phone 753-3914 ,

24. Miscellaneous
Antique furniture for sale, large
mahagoney dresser $200.
Cherry stand with curly maple.
drawer $185. Small rocker with
cane seat $135. Call 753-1326
after 6 pm.
Fireplace inserts, automatic
two speed blowers, see through
glass doors. $499.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Firewood. 18-24" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods, $25 per
rick, delivered. Call 753-8536.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22.50
delivered. 753-8649, 4892492, or 153-0798.
Firewood, $20 rick delivered
Call 753-7490 or 153-9137.
Firewood for sale, $25 a rick,
delivered Call 753-4114
Firewood, oak and hickory. 18"
or 24" Also custom cut sizes
489-2327
For sale Mobile home gas furnance with thermostat, like
new, $175 153-1813..
Firewoad, 325 a rick delivered
Call 753-7645 or 436-2871
Handsomt Winchester • 22
calibre long rifle, brand new
759-4401

American Midlands
of Tennessee, Inc. /
t

We're banking on you, America, with

AGRICULTURAL LOANS
Qualified applicants to American Midlands.
Inc. can receive assistance for:
$ Farm Purchases
$ Livestock and Machinery
$ Farm Refinance
$ Conversion from short term
to long term
$ Leasing
MINIMUM: $150:000

Call Toll Free
1-800-228-2702
(In Nebraska call 402/334-5100)

American Midlands, Inc.
2945 S. 132nd St.•Omaha. NE 68144
Member NAFC0

With offices in Los Angeles. Dallas,
Minneapolis. Denver and Knoxville

L•

BEST COPY M
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Mob. Home Rents

33. Rooms for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies

41.Iiibli-c-UTe

ant Two bedroom trailer
Murray, No pets Call 489-

Sleeping room Refrigerator in
hall private entrance Zimmer
man Apartments, South 16th
753-6609

Dog Grooming and boarding for
the holidays Reasonable rates
Hidden Valley Kennels 435
4481

Browns Grove Trading Post an
indoor flea market' Tuesday
Saturday. 95, Sunday lb
closed Mondays.

5edroom trailer on Ledbet
hurch road $60 per mon
all 354-6144
bedroom trailer, $125
h plus deposit Call 753bedroom partially furnishlarge private lot, 3 miles
of Murray No pets. Call
6283 after 5 pm.

Business Rental
rent 2 large commercial
lings across from M S U
pus, available May, 1981
753-2967 after 5 pm
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
7534758
house, 500 square feet
riton Tile and Marble, 612
h 9th, 753-5719.

Want To Rent
: to rent or lease 100-400
corn or bean ground. 642', Hatman & Hatman Farm,
ram,Tennessee

Apts. For Rent
tments for rent, near
atown. Call 753-4109.
'shed one bedroom apartt, available December 1st
otter 330, 753-7418
rent 2 bedroom duplex,
ral heat and air, outlet for
ler and dryer. Couple
arced No pets Call 753and two bedroom apartts, now available 753-

bedroom apartment.
e, oven, refrigerator,
washer, disposer, washer
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
pets. One year lease and
5 deposit required. $225
month. Phone 753-2622 or
3865.
e bedroom duplex, near
ntown, $175 per month
753-2477 after 5 pm
bedroom garage apart-t, available in December
couples
ried
only
rrences and deposit reed Call 492-8594 after 6

irnished one bedroom
ex apartment, one block
University, available in
ember. Large
yard,
dace, single preferred.
5 per month, references refted. Call 753-2234 for aptment.

34. Houses For Rent

For sale. AKC registered Boston
Terrier puppies. Call 753-7438 Two party garage sale' 1/12
Plainveiw Drive, Saturday
Minature
Schnauzers, November 15th, 8 til 4 pm,
registered, 2 male. 1 female Screen door with glass, ladies
Call 753-8046 or 436-2630 bowling ball. bag, and shoes
after 5 pm
bicycles, children's riding toys
Minature Schnauzer, six weeks clothes, books, lots more!!
House 2 bedroom, partially old, male and female, AKC Yard sale. November 14th and
furnished. excellent location registered Call 991-642-5576. 15th, 8 AM. t party including
Call 753-5737 for appoint- Six week old puppies. Contact the moving sale of Mrs Jewel
ment.
Jimmy Baker. 753-7320 after Parks Children, adult, arid
maternity clothes, toys,
Two bedroom house in country, 330 pm.
amities, kitchen tables and
married couple only, references. 41. Public Sale
chairs, couch, rocker, and
and deposit required Call 492many other articles. 817 N
8594 after 6 orn
JAMES'
19th St.
36. For Rent Or Lease
ANTIQUES
Yard sale to be Saturday
Want to lease Desire long term
November 15th from 8-4, 1644
Custom Stripping and
lease on minimum 1200 sq ft
Olive, on the corner of 17th
Repairing
and
modern office space. Must be
and Olive Toys, household
Refinishing. Custom
ground floor, adequate off
items, books, plants, clothes,
Cabinets
and
Woodstreet parking. Contact Bob
and a boat and motor 16' Bass
working. No dipping.
Lamastus at 304 Maple or
Master and a 75 hp Stinger, 1 641
Hwy.
South
phone 753-5572
SL-125 Honda, and an XL-70
492-8850
Honda and miscellaneous
37. Livestock-Supplies
items
We Buy
ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE,
And Sell
Yard sale, Friday and Saturday,
Visitors welcome! South on
8 til ?, North 4th, Just past
Locust Grove Road. 753-6100 Five
party toy sale' Great varie- Hawaiian Tropic
Ree-Mar Arabians 753-6126.
ty! Cheap' Good condition
Double registered racking, Ten- 1308 Poplar. Saturday, 8 til 4. 43. Real Estate
nessee Walking filly. Excellent Garage sale,
Friday. Saturday, At 602 West Main, the Mrs. Ed
ladies or young riders horse. 2103 Edinborough.
Ladies Filbeck estate, the large 13
753-9390.
clothes. size 9-10, new gray room house and 4 room garage
For sale: Full stock Yorkshire winter colt with
hood, apartment on lot approximately
boar. about 200 lbs. Call after children's clothes, antique din- 93x200, is priced at only
6 pm, 492-8790.
ing table with 4 rose-back $45.000 This property is ideal
chairs,
men's 10-speed bicycle. for business, offices, residenr
Two and a half year old
hal apartments, or combintaregistered Quarter horse If you have funk, yard sale lef- lions of same, with high rental
gelding, 16 hands, sorral. tovers, furniture, or anything income potential. Both
broke. Call 753-8766.
you want to, get rid of call buildings have central gas
Brown's Grove Trading Post, we heat. A buying opportunity like
38. Pets-Su pphes
sell on cOnsignment. 435- this does not come often! Call
AAA Dog Grooming, 12 years 4555.
to see this property.and make
experience, $10. Call Goldie Moving sale,
1806 Sherry Lane, an offer. CO. Bondurant RealBrown. Lynn Grove, 435-4579. Friday until
5, Saturday 8 un- ty. 753-9954 or 753-3460.
2
AKC Registered Boxer pups til 12. Lots of good clothes
Call AM9-2089, AM9-3303
S Purdom & Thurman
anytime.
YARD SALE
0
Insurance
0
Basic and Advanced dog obeFriday and Saturday, if
0
0
Real Estate
0
dience classes Breed handling.
weather permits. 303
Southside Court Sq. q
tracking, and protection. All
3rd St. Hazel. 8 a.m.
S Murray, Kentucky 0
breeds and ages Professional
4:30 p.m.
153-4451
o
instructor. 436-2858.
S
A_
1

Terry

AUCTION
SALE
NEW CONCORD
AUCTION BARN
SATURDAY,1101IEMBER 15,6:00 P.M.
Misc, merchandise, mantle clock, dressers,
dinette set. Franklin stove, automatic washer,
10 speed bicycle, one lot of antiques, and one
lot of new m'erchandise.
Bob Belson 436-5353 Terry Shoemaker 753-9324
ANTIQUE AUCTION
DECEMBER 6th, 1980

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, November 151h, 10:00 A.M., rain or shine
at the late Aunt Bonnie Skis old home place at the north edge of Aurora, Kentucky, 1.7 tenth mile north of
Highway 80 and 68, this right on Town and Country
Rood, third house.
Will sell stove, refrigerator, living room and bedroom
furniture, odd chairs, tables, chests, dinette suite,
lamps, fans, heaters, new Ashliss wood heater, antique pie safe, fancy wood cook stove, ice box, Aladden and kerosene lamps, wash kettle, iron skillets, big
quilts, and more! Carpentry and garden tools, lots of
trout lines and fishing tackle.
For information call

Otto Chester's
Auction Service
435-4128, Lynn Grove, Ky.

Country Living lust minutes
from town' Be ready to move
right into this immaculate 3
bedroom. 2 bath, ranch house.
featuring 4 acres of tendable
land. Just some of the extras
besides good neighbors are a
breakfast bar, ceramic tile
bath, extra large closets, and
much more' This one won't last
long' Hurray and call Wendy at
Spann Realty Associates. 7537724
WOODED ECM That's only
one of the nice things about
this lovely home located at
1517 Johnson. It includes 3
bedrooms, living room and
formal dining room, and bath.
Also has fenced back yard and
lovely patio. lots of other en•
he's hare been added to the
home to make it more enjoyable. lust call, we'll pick
you up.

753,7411.
ARouND llir (1_0( h
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
blths. brick veneer home.
1621 Keenland Drive Home
features Olympic size pool
central heat and air. fireplace.
burglar alarm system For more
information. call Purdom &
Thurman Real Estate. 753
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585
Geneva Jones 753-6551.

STURDY BRICK RESIDENCE

Kids
(
"
Inc.

America, with

LOANS

lerican Midlands,
for:

ichinery
short term

oboo
'ree
2702

No. 282. This 2-story home has upstairs with private entrance
which could be made into an apartment. Has a total of 8 rooms;
bath, 5 large bedrooms, 14x15 kitchen, 10x20 living room, 12x14
family room,carpeting,full basement,cable TV,central gas heat,
3 window unit air conditioners, city water, large front porch.
Good insulation, plenty of storage. Wood cabinets in kitchen.
Garage in basement. Shop building has gas heat. Located close
to schools, hospital and shopping, lot is 140x250 and fronts on
paved road. Walk to college. 15 miles to lake. Level plot has nice
place for garden, several mature shade trees. All yours for
848,500.

SEEKING PEACE AND QUIET?
No.284 - 1% Acres M/L. Rolling parcel with large oaks for shade,
shrubs, large space for garden. In quiet location just off highway,
on improved road for 180 ft. School bus by. Half mire or less to
shopping,schools and churches. 13 miles to college. Mile to lake.
Home of 2 stories contains 7 rooms, bath,4 vary large bedrooms,
15105 kitchen, living room, electric wall heat, insulation, community water, part basement, hardwood floors, TV antenna,front
and back porches. Detached garage. Chicken house, 18x17
storage building. Move in.soon for $27,500 price.

iha, NE 68144

geles. Dallas.
ind Knoxville

I
I
I
I
I

1.Asr CHANCE

tx5cu55
CARTER- REA6A0
INPLATIOW
F0REI6iJ Palo,
Rif?. i4ExT
100 MIL.

Er zOo L"7South I 0th at Sycamore
Telephone 753 1651
P0 flor 381

33.'Services Offered

109 Acre cattle farm fenced
voven wire barb on top, 2 big
ponds creek with running
water. well hooked tq water
trough with float control 20
acres of timber $82.000
$22,000 down, and easy financing 492-8600 or 492-8403

Custom made cabinets, music
centers, book cases. hutches
4easonable 436-2566
:ARPET CLEANING, free
rstimates, satisfied references,
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleaning. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827

41-.11-rines For Sale_
Two bedroom house with 2 rental apartments for income in
z:ity. $26,000 Write Box 712
Murray, KY 42071.

47litotorcycles
431E0

I
I

45. Farms For Sale

I
I

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
slituUT Rudy, tot.

18 Acre Farm with two
bedroom frame house 8
acres
tendable,
pranoda type soil.
Located on 121 North,
$1 7,000.

6.614" salce 1400 .6 ge..161
aorwori ..... 4,41 seen.

Ideal Investment Rental.. 7
rental units located on 58
acres in lake area 6 trailers
and older home have income of
approximately •$490 per month 10 acres tendable _Priced
in the $60's. Call 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors for more informatipn

FARMS HOMES
BUSINESSES
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERrr

Listings neededl Offices
Coast to Coast. Buyers
from
Everywhere.
"Free" Catalog.
STROUT REALTY

1977 360 cc Honda far sale.
Asking $800,pr best offer. Must
sell Call 767-4584

49A-sed-Cars
1973 Buick Regal, sport
wheels $995. Call 753-9710.
1976 Buick LaSabre Custom 4door hardtop, AM-EM 8-track
stereo with built in CB, tilt
wheel and more Phone 7537280

Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. Charles Barnett,
753-5476.
For your Watkins products see
HolMan Jones at 217 South
13th Street or call 753-3128
Fire damaged restoration Call
442:6677 or 527 1908
K & K Stump Removal. Do you
need stumps removed- from
your yard or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24- below the
ground. leaVing only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Bot Kemp 435-4343
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Leather repair. dying, cleaning,
and alterations. Also saddle
and harness repair We make
leather clothing. chaps, vests.
tack, belts, purses. oillfolds,
and many other gift items. Call
247-3934.

53. Services Offered
Insulation blown in by Sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. /53
2310 for free estimate
Stop' For all your repair needs
roofing, carpentry. plumbilig
and electrical wprk look, no
more' Call 753 9226 or /539623 Well do your yob large or
small All work done to your
satisfaction •
thinking of remodelmg your'
house? We do it all' Hawle),
3ucy, 492-8120
ROOFING
Commercial and Residential, Shingle and
Built-Up Roofs References, all
work
guaranteed 7 3-658 1
or 759-1 859.
Le.,eweill We make iv.
basements dry, work complete.
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Cr .
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, of call day or night.
1-442-7026.

1980 Chevette, AM radio,
automatic transmission, reclining seats. 9500 miles, still
•
Li
under warranty $4550 Call
RiAl Isnoni
759-1915.
PROPERTY MANA(.IMENT
lee
Will do plumbing, heating
Itroleu
1111 Coldwater Rd
1973 Chevrolet Caprice, local
Painting roofing, carpentry
Meer., at
Income property Small apart- car, good condition new tires.
753-2211 or 759-1270
753-0186
ment building, fully rented, ex- $1150. 753-50,93.
.44004.
Will
haul driveway white rock
cellent income For sale by 1974 Cougar, XR-7 take over
and Ag lime. also have any type
owner Low $20's Call 753- payments or
$1150 753-4083
753-1222
of brown or white pea gravel.
WARNING! Do not look at this 8742
after 6 pm
Also do backhoe work. Call
property unless you are
Need work on your trees? Topp- Roger
Hudson. 753-4545 or
1968 Del Mont Oldsmobile ing,
prepared to buy' The first
pruning, shaping, comWHY RENT?
753-6763
455 motor, excellent condition plete
temptation
is
the
removal
and
Call
beautifully
more.
This home presently
Cali 753-5463
treed 15 acres. The second is
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for Will haul Dark, Burley, or Air
consists of two apartthe home that consists of 3
1967 Ford Fairlane. good work- professional tree care, 753- cured tobacco to Mayfield,
merits but could be
Paducah. Hopkinsville. or
bedrooms. 2 baths, and rec
ing car. $250 1960 Chevrolet 8536.
easily converted back
Clarksville. Also will haul slabs
room. The third is that it is
Impala, good condition $350 Painting Paperhanging
to one family dwelling.
or sawdust 435-4131
close-in The fourth is owner
Call 153-2328 after 5 pm.
General maintenance Free
NEW AND NICE
There is a seperate
financing is available..Test
54.
For Trade
For
sale
1972
estimates
Olds
Toronado
759-1987
bedroom,
new
Brand
3
garage and large
your will power and call us at
loaded good condition 753- Reynolds aluminum
2L2 bath home on large
garden area. Ideal inproducts. Will trade used Wheel Horse
753-1492 Century 21 Loretta
9872
landscaped lot in
vestment property at
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call riding lawn thower needing
Jobs. Realtors
work on carberator for a chairs.
beautiful
Oaks
Import Auto Salvage 1977, 2 753-0689
•
$16,000. Phone 753**************
saw- in good condition. Call
TC Toyota, 1975 2' TC. Toyota. Fence
Estates. Heat pump;
1222. KOpperud Realty
* Nice 1974, 3 bedroom, 2*
sales at Sears now. Call
436-2289 after 6pm
1974 Datsun 1200, 1979 Dat- Sears. 753-2310
heat-o-later
in
* bath mobile home ready to*
for full-time real
for free
sun 1400, 1977 Fiat 1200, all estimate for your needs.
* live in, located on a large lot*
fireplace; and large
estate service.
57.
Wanted
* with city water, dose to,*
low miles. Call 474-2325
covered patio for sumEVERYTHING
Heating. Refrigeration, Air Con- .Wanted Full or part time house
* town. AU this for 58900.
mer entertainment
YOU'VE
1973 Monte Carlo. 13.000 ditioners. appliance repairs. mother for a group of young
* you believe it? Can 753-:
Do
and relaxation. Mid
miles. in gong shape Call. 159- . Bob's Refrigeration Service. men at the Alpha Gamma Rho .
BEEN. LOOKING
* 8146.
1761
$70's. Phone Kopperud
FOR •
Hazel Kentucky. 498-8370 house For tether details
tidally, 753=1222 for
'
* Nine bedroom home near the*
• diesel 220. Murray Ky 7537829. *Robert please contact Sam at '753
Over 2,000 square feet
Mercedes
Benz.
0..
campus
of
details.
M.S.U.
further
4' baths*
of living area on a tree
2943 or 753-9117
..
. dark green, air, automatic, ex- (Bobbytlockhart
N. and ample kit •n facilities.*
FOR THAT
shaded lot. This home
cellent Condition, $4000. Call
* Central heat and air. Seller*
COUNTRY FEELING
has a large cedar
901-232-8360 after 5pm..
* will finance. Call for more in.!
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
See this four bedroom,
paneled family room
* formation on this excellent;
1977 Mercury Monark. 6
2 bath roomy brick
with a wood burning
year round income property. *
cylinder power steering. Ar C.
225 L. P. Miller St.
home psi private acre,
j fireplace, lots of
*
Green
436-3430
*
4-door, reclining bucket seats,
Across From Community Center
*
Stilt.
7 mileS‘ from Murray.
cabinets and is close to
white with vinyl top and seats
-C7
7,3
53.5:1
. 65
*
A real country
Open Hours
' a shopping center in
Ow"BalmB
- 753.1401
*
436-2802.
charmer priced at onquiet neighborhood.
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30
*
Torry
1965 Mustang hardtop, power
ly $29,900. Phone KopHouse is surrounded
IS3,314
it
s 11'
steering, brakes, automatic
Closed
Wednesday
Realty
all
for
perud
by other quality-built
factory air.. Rally wheels. ex
the details.
homes. All this plus 3 •
Thurs.,
Sat. 8:30:12:30
Fri.
&
*
Murray-Calloway *
cellent restoration project
bedrooms and 2 baths. •
$950 firm Call 759-4573 or
County Realty
Mid $60s. A new listing
753-3685
(502)7534146 * Would you like to look around 753-2248
through
Kopperud
304N. laths,.
* 40 ish again?..,Then see this • 1972•Plymouth Duster. slant 6.
Realty.
*
iy.
Murray. Ky. 42071
* brick home located on quiet 2-door, new front seat. Asking
*
k***********17t street near MSU. It's lust for $900. Call 753-0193 after
you 3 bedrooms (large master 4.30
bedroom), den with built in
AUCTION
'storage unit. 2 baths all 1976 Toyota Corolla Liftback. 4
Auction Sale Saturday November 15th at
redecorated -with paint. cylinder. 4-speed, all new tires.
SALE
10:00 a.m. at the Auction Barn, one half
_wallpaper. panelling k . Land- good on gas. $2650 Call 753Saturday November 15 at 10 a.m. at the home of
mile North of Lynn Grove, Ky. on highway.
scaped lawn with tries and 2400 or 753-8469 after 5 pm.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gulledge from Puryear. Take
shrubs. .fenced backyard for 1972 Volkswagen. metallic
893
or South of 121 at Coldwater onto High-.
140 Highway to CorbIn's Grocery turn left, go to
'privacy Don't hesitate Call blue air good condition, best
way 1836. Watch for signs.
Bethlehem Church, turn right first house is right.
753-1492 .Century 21 Loretta offer 759-1384 or 753-7190.
Will have collectors items antiques and
Portoble Tv (block and white) elec heaters
Jobs, Realtors.. Oh, yes. IT IS
yocut;im
50. Used Trucks
good used furniture. To list a few items: oak
cleaners, antique high chair, rocker, arm chair table
priced in the 540's
and
2 chairs 2 air conditioners. old quilt box quilts
dressers, small oak tables, oak rockers, three
trunk
uns 1966 Jeep 4x4 Waggoneer. V8.
corpet. baby bassinet, iron bed
fireplace set
oak chairs, old kitchen cabinet, small wood
automatic, power steering
refrigerator with freezer across bottom, 40 inch
elec,
rough $750. Call 1-354-6217
cabinet, small china cabinet, maple rocker.
range, portable dishwasher 12 yes old) chest
type
Duncan Phyfe table and four chairs, beautiful
freezer elec fans. elec, churn, old choirs. metal
51.
Campers
detector, typewriters. dinner kettle, churns.
round maple table with two extra leafs and
washboard.
20
trailer
Foot
Midas
travel
-cream cans, stone jugs cuckoo clock 22 rifle lig
six chairs. electric stove, one refrigerator like
sawself-contained, tandem axle
drawing knife. alum windows, bicycle 3
BOYD-MAJORS I
oil drums.
new, small deep freeze a good duro therm
753-0778
poneling, compressor tank, wagon frame elec.
REAL ESTATE
motor •
oil heater beautiful extra large post bedroom
lantern. 2 iron, wheels, cameras. binoculars elec
753-8080
fence
See the new Prowler trailers for
suite, good Jenny Lind bed good couch and
box. 2 stainless steel vats. mule harness bridles
hones.
1980 - Also many good used
Preftetsional SenheA .
single-double tree tank sprayer 3 rolls barb wire
chair. 110 and 220 electric heaters, old quilt
trailers Arrowhead -Camper
With The Frienitl) Touchmilking machine 2 row cultivator 100 gal water
feather bed and linen one lot of glass pots
trough
Sales. Highway 80 . East.
with float. lots of scrap iron, chickens many items
3
11111111111/U115141111.$1111ifin
100
and pans old churn, cost iron items. Timex
Mayfield, KY 247-8187
immerouS to mention
DESIGNED FOR
watch. display case
adding machine,
LUXURY
52. Boats-and Motors
typewriter stereo turn table, propane tanks,
Brand
new, 4
James E. Travis
14 Foot Terry bass fiberglass
new complete body shop, buffing set, new
Bedroom, 3 bath,
boat. Dilly trailer 50 hp
Auctioneer No. 278
carving knife set old straight razors split
spacious
home,
Evinrude and trolling motor
hickory egg basket, John Deere. Jacobson,
cypress siding, 2 car
$1500. Call 753-6265 after 5
Arien and Sears riding mowers. Remington
garage. So many i pm.
chain saw 250 Can Am trail bike, four
quality featuresFor sale 20 hp Mercury out
bicycles, two pool tables, half bed. old chiffireplace, central elecboard motor 753-4168 or 753ferobe B&W TV. many other items not listed
tric heat pump, cen6226
Sole Conducted By
tral air conditioning,
Saturday, November 15 at 10 a.m., Rain or
For sale 2 new 20' pontoons
range, refrigerator,
Shine at the Bob Tanner home in Baywood Vista Subframe, and motor mounts for
disposal, dishwasher.
division. From Murray, KY, take Hwy. 94E to Hwy.
pontoon boat. and 20 Itp Men
Largelot. $82,000.00.
280 (Pottertown Rd.). Take 280 to entrance to
cury motor $1200 for both or
l'IC AND
Panorama Shores, then follow signs.
will sell separately 753-8121
SPAN
Nat responsible for accidents. eats and dnnks available Sale will be
after 6 pm
Will sell: 870 Remington Wingmaster 1 2 go. W/VR,
Easy to care for Alum.
held ram or shine
14 foot Polar Kraft ton boat. IF
Remington 742 Woodmaster 30.06 3x9 bushnell scope
sided 3 Bdrm. home.
FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS AND MORE IN
hp Evinrude. trolling motor
see thru mounts 8. sling, 2 hospital beds, 6 mobile
F'rom livingroorn a
FORMATION CALL 415444 DAN MILLER, AUC
Moody trailer. running lights
home tires 8. wheels, Singer elec, portable sewing
good view of the lake.
TIONEER.
bass seats Call 753-0900
machine, 2 new bass boat seats, stainless built-in
F'ireplace in I.R,
oven, nearly new gas range, color portable TV, BW
modern kitchen. Elec.
heat. Basement rec,
console, restaurant dishes 8. glasses, worm morning
room has new wood
stove (A-11, jigsaw, floor polisher, spare doors, log
stove which heats enchains, guitar, set of drums. nylon waterproof paint.
tire house. Attached
water coolers, hand tools, foam pillow forms, Hoover
8 garage. Located
in
vacuum.
Lakeway Shores. Only
ANTIQUES: Oak chest of drawers, chifferobe
I $32.500
dresser (refinished), also writing desk, library table
trunk, child's roll top desk, WWI bayonetts, bean pot,
753-8080
E
dutch oven, laundry stove, depression 8. pressed
gloss, French Model 1 892 .38 revolver, very nice ...;
h
44. Lots For Sale
Russell Barlow knife 8, many otharitems tob numerous
to list.
•
Marshall
Country
One lot,
(After 19 yrs. we are changing our business from retail to .
$3000 Call 437-4760
Not responsible for. accidents lunch available. If
strictly wholesale.)
You ore ptonning our auction be sure to call •
45. Farms For Sale-

•
24612120

1
,
1.0.01110

/33-i111,

ShOORI•11.• •Y{fi.....

*

1111

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION

Dan Miller Auction
Service

Any Brand Car
or Home Stereo At

i

Strictly

Wholesale Prices

334 51001

ids. Inc.

I

I

1, 10:00 •.en. Meld by
Icel lesershog at the
• comer of Mis wed

oh Lions Club Telethon
Jaws of Life for the
Squad

Located near Murray
high School is this
three bedroom, two
bath, brick on well
landscaped, larger
than average lot. Central gas heat, central
electric air; range and
exhaust; disposal;
outside storage; some
drapes. Anna can
make your appointment now! Office 7531651. Home 753-2477.

A nice 3 bedroom, 2 bath, unfurnished. brick home. Storage
building and rear patio Water
furnished Deposit required
Coleman Real Estate, 1539898

SALE

merchandise. Some of
ids of tools, small furbowls and pitichers,
las paper wrapping,
table lamps, all kinds
nd much, much more.
istmas gift this is the

3VIE

43. Real Estate

(•ti
Ott

1912 Coldwater Rd.
.753-0188 Anythrie

Joe L. Kennon Broker
Sharon McConnell 7534129
Lou Ann Philoot 753-8843

VEST COPY AVAILABLE

I

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Auctioneer
492-8594

Approximately 17 acres, level.
cleared. 372 of frontage.
Wtswell Road, State Highway
1550 Priced to sell quickly.
Call 703,921,1403 after 6 pm

"World of Sound"
222 So.

12th

753-5865

We

^r3 rhie
•
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'Bill' Stewart Is
Dead At Age Of 68;
Funeral Saturday

Woman's Co-Workers
Testify In Suit
Against State DOT

DANVILLE, Ky. ( AP) Several co-workers of Lydia
Mitchell have testified in her
William (Bill) Stewart of
discrimination suit against the
Murray Route 6 died Wednesstate Department of
day at 1:30 p.m. at the
Transportation.
Murray-Calloway
County
Mrs. Mitchell, 28, the first
Hospital. He was stricken ill at
his home on Wednesday morn- woman to work on the state's
Boyle County road crew,
ing.
Mr. Stewart, 68, was a charged that she was a victim
farmer and boat repairman. of racial and sexual slurs and
He was a member of the harassment almost from her
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. first day on the job.
Born March 18, 1912, in
She filed suit last February
Calloway County, he was the after being fired for unson of the late Clint Stewart satisfactory performance of
add Molly Tutt Stewart.
assigned duties but was
NEW LIEUTENANT — Lynn W. Adamson, a senior majoring in Recreation and Parks
The Calloway resident is reinstated by Boyle Circuit
Administration at Murray State University, was recently commissioned a Second
survived by his wife, Mrs. Court pending outcome of the
Lavenia Williamson Stewart; suit.
Lieutenant in the U.S. Army Reserves under the early commissioning provisions of the
two daughters, Mrs. Doris
University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (R.O.T.C.). The son of Mr. and Mrs. Franlight
Carl
Shepperson,
a
Yarbro, Palmyra, Tenn., and
cis M. Adamson,612 South Morgan, Morganfield,(shown pinning on his bars) he has
Mrs. Max (Betty) Dowdy, equipment operator, told the
been assigned to the 2nd Battalion, 398th Regiment of the 100th Training Division in
Murray Route 6; two sons, court Wednesday that Mrs.
Madisonville, where he will drill one weekend per month while completing his course
Don Stewart and Ricky Mitchell was able to perform
work for the B.S. degree, which he will receive next year.
most of her duties, including
Stewart, Murray Route 6.
shoveling
blacktop
and
pickAlso surviving are three
sisters — Mrs. Evie Adams, ing up trash and limbs.
Shepperson said, however,
Mrs. F'rozena Owen, and Mrs.
Maggie Russell, all of: Mur- she couldn't drive any stanray; one brother, Wavil dard equipment trucks.
Earlier, Mrs. Mitchell said
Stewart, Richmond, Va.; five
grandsons — Gene,Jeff, Greg, she had applied for a job as a
and James Dowdy and Ross laborer but for some unexthat matches the soft ripple of
plained reason was assigned
Yarbro.
back, older than the store, will
BY JULES LOH
the Delaware River, out front, add another growth ring next
The funeral will be held as an equipment operator.
AP Special Correspondent
the
journey
to
patient
in its
Henry
Gurmann,
spring just as surely as it shed
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
LUMBERVILLE, Pa. (AP) sea.
chapel of the Max Churchill Transportation Department
its brown leaves this fall.
At the store, sitting around
The common bond of the
Funeral Home with the Rev. attorney, attempted to show — In a world of turmoil and
Ronnie Adams and the Rev. that jokes of a sexual nature hurry, the place to draw a the stove, as the villagers 500 residents of Lumberville,"
Calvin Wilkins officiating. and nicknames represented deep breath of perspective have done for two centuries, it said the store's proprietor,
Burial will follow in the
essentially the same condi- and restore your soul is the seems improbable that tomor- Gerald Gordon, "is the area
row will bring any surprises to itself. We love the peace and
Barnett Cemetery.
tions that prevailed before Lumberville Store.
The date chiseled above the Lumberville.
Friends may call at the
Mrs. Mitchell was hired Aug.
the solitude. We're not looking
store is 1770.
The villagers seem to sense for headlines. We're not lookfuneral home after 6 p.m. 9, 1979.
The store was opened for that reassuring fact, just as ing for change."
tonight ( Thursday (.
She is seeking $125,000 in
punitive damages and MAO business then and is open for they know, with calming cerNot that great events have
business now, but at a pace tainty, that the red oak out entirely passed the area by.
for alleged mental stress.

Human Resources Head
Declines Raise In Pay
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Human Resources Secretary
Grady Stumbo has declined
the governor's offer of a
$16,500 pay raise., saying he
oeeds to give the same "extra
effort" he is asking of department employees, according to
a spokesman.
"It's the first time that I've
had anyone not take a salary
increase," Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. said Wednesday."I
commend him for it."
A Brown spokesman had
said Monday that Stumbo's
annual salary would be
boosted to ;64,000 a year, partly as a result of the governor's
"not liking the idea that others
in the department make more

money than the secretary."
But after private meetings
with Brown on Tuesday,Stumbo decided to detline the offer,
said Barbara Hadley, director
of communications for the
Human Resources Department.
"Basically, he is asking the
employees of this department
to give that extra effort in
spite of all the financial difficulties that the department
and the employees are facing," Ms. Hadley said.
"He feels that he needs to be
able to give that extra effort
himself before he can ask the
employees to do that."
Brown said Stumbo "just
didn't feel that he should take
that salary with the present
economic situation....He says

Since Its Doors Opened In 1770

Store Has Taken Business At Slow Pace

Leon Bailey Dies
At City Hospital

Leon Bailey, formerly of
Murray, now of St. Louis, Mo.,
died at the St. Louis City
Hospital on Tuesday. He was
67 years of age.
The body is being returned
to Murray with the funeral
and burial arrangements to be
directed by the Rutledge
Funeral Home of Murray.

Air Force Transport
Plane Crashes,
Kills 13 Americans
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
Air Force transport plane
crashed outside Cairo, Egypt,
late Wendesday night, killing
all six crewmen plus seven
passengers, a
Navy
spokesman confirmed here.
The plane, a C-141, was
deployed as part of the first
overseas test of the United
States' new Rapid Deployment Force.. About 1,400
American Army troopers and
airmen are taking part in the
exercise with Egyptian
military forces.
Details of the accident were
sketchy and the cause was not
immediately determined.
The plane, dispatched from
McChord Air Force Base in
Washington state, apparently
crashed while attempting to
land at the Cairo West Airport
20 miles from the Egyptian
capital, Navy Lt. Michael E.
McCage said.
The names of the victims
, were
withheld
pending
notification of next of kin.
The training exercise, called "Bright Star," is designed
to last about two weeks. Its
main force is comprised of a
battalion and supporting units
from the Army's 101 Airborne
Division based at Fort Campbell, Ky.
The Rapid Deployment
Force is designed to be dispatched rapidly in case of a
crisis, specifically in the oilrich Persian Gulf region.

Carter Wants To-Live Life As An
Ex-President After Term Ends
maybe longer."
By DARRELL CHRISTIAN
He said he will begin plannAssociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — ing his presidential library,
Jimmy Carter, soft-spoken possibly in Atlanta, to house
and subdued after struggling the papers and mementoes of
so long to get to the White his four years as the nation's
House and so hard to stay 39th chief executive. He said
there, says he just wants to he plans to write more than
"live the life of an expresi- one book, and, asked if there
dent" when he flies south in would be any surprises in his
memoirs, replied: "I hope
January.
That means, he says, no
He might decide to aid some
more peanut farming and litbenevolent or non-profit
tle if any politics.
Instead, the soon-to-be- group, Carter said, but he
former president said denied a statement once atWednesday he is looking for- tributed to him that he might
ward to writing, teaching, lec- do missionary work.
Carter said he will not go
turing, planning a Carter
Library in Georgia and back into the family peanut
becoming "a good fly fisher- business, which made him a
millionaire before he went to
man,"
And unlike Gerald R. Ford, Washington, because "I think
the last man to leave the White it's inappropriate for an exHouse, Carter said he will play president to be involved in the
commercial world."
"a fairly low-profile role."
After Republican Ronald
Reagan's inauguration Jan.
20, Carter said he will return
to Plains, Ga., and stay there
"for a number of months,

He hedged that a bit, head of the Democratic Party
however, explaining: "If my that he led to landslide and
family is starving, I'll have to refused to make any recommake some money."
mendations about the party's
That shouldn't happen. As a future or who the chairman
former president, Carter will should be.
draw a pension of $69,630 a
Carter said he will not be a
year, in addition to a travel "minority party critic" out of
allowance, office expenses, a office.
staff and Secret Service pro"I'd'like to play a contection for both him and his structive role," he said."I will
reserve,the right to speak out
Wife, Rosalynn.
Carter said he has no desire on issues that are important to
to try, to win the presidency me....I intend to be very
back in 1984, and he declined helpful to the new president
to venture an opinion whether when he's in office."
Vice President Walter F. Mondale should run.
"Fritz and I actually are
almost as close as brothers,"
Carter said, but "as far as trying to influence what he does
in the future, I will not do
that."
By ALEX-EFTY '
He said he did "not
Associated Press Writer
necessarily" consider himself
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Iraqi warplanes and artillery
hammered Abadan, but Iran
claimed it drove the invaders
farther back from the northeast side of its besieged
And Nashville police say refinery city as the Persian
they want to know why they Gulf war entered its 53rd day.
were never told that the
The Tehran command said
automobile had been found residential areas of Abadan
abandoned near Hopkinsville, came under renewed attack
Ky.
from Iraq's long-range arMrs. Cunniff said she first tillery Wednesday, and that
learned the whereabouts of six policemen were killed in
her stolen car when her son an Iraqi air attack.
It said Iraqi troops norreceived a letter from Jones
Brothers saying that unless he theast of Abadan were forced
paid towing and storage fees to retreat from the palm
to get the car back, it would be groves on the Iraqi-held side
sold at auction.
of the Bahmanshir River. It
Ronnie Jones, owner of the claimed 50 Iraqi tanks and
wrecker service, said his com- personnel carriers were seizpany towed the car in on in- ed in the fighting.
structions of Kentucky State
The Baghdad command said
Trooper McKinney Brake, 32 Iranians and eight Iraqi
who found the abandoned troops were killed in the
automobile.
Abadan area, an Iranian
Nashville police said they vessel was sunk in the Karun
have no record of a Kentucky River to the north and that
State Police report on the three Iranian jets and three
car's recovery July 4.
helicopter gunships were shot
"We checked back through down over Iraq.
July and we can't find
Abadan is the last Iranian
anything," Detective Larry stronghold on the Shatt alKing of Nashville said.
Arab estuary, Iraq's only
KSP Lt. Gerald Johnson waterway to-the Persian Gulf.
said, however, his depart- • Iraq invaded Iran Sept. 22,
ment's records show the car primarily to regain sovereignwas recovered and reported ty over the east side of the
into the National Crime Infor- estuary.
mation Center computer.
Iran's Pars news said IraRon Eberhardt, special nian artillery killed or woundassistant to Tennessee Safety ed about 235 Iraqi troops ifs
Commissioner Gene Roberts, daylong fighting around
said Wednesday the problem Ahwaz, capital of oil-rich
is common. "We recently put Khuzistan Province 75 miles
out a memorandum to all state north of Abadan.
troopers advising them that
Eleven Iraqi tanks And 40
they are personally responsi- other vehicles were destroyed
ble for notifying a car's owner in the fighting, Pars said.
that a stolen vehicle has betn •
Iraq reported an Iranian air
recovered."
attack on Fao, the Iraqi oil
Alter learning or-Mrs. Cun- port at the mouth of the Shalt
niff's predicament, Jones said not far from the border with
he wouldn't auction her car Kuwait, and said Itanian jets
and is willing to negotiate with struck at four cities in central
her on the towing and storage and northern Iraq, wounding
fees.
four civilians.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) ( USDA -Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1200; compared to Wednesday's close
slaughter steers and finders untested;
limited slaughter cows and bulls near
steady; slaughter calves and vealers
untested: feeders untested early, approximately 900 head held for special 1
p.m auction; utility cows 44.25-47.00;
high dressing 5060-52.20; cutter 41.504325; canner and cutter under 800 lb
38.00-41.25; slaughter bulls grade 1 1425
lb 61.25; grade 1-2 1000-1685 lb 55.2560.75; grade 2 800-1200 lb 50.75-53.50;
stock cows medium and small (raffle 1-2
700-900 lb 42.50-51.00.
Hogs 700; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts mostly 50 lower
1-2 210-245 lb 46.50-56.80; 20 head 220 lb
46.90; 2 225-270 lb 46.00-46.50; 2-3215-280
lb 45.40-46.00; 3 240-280 lb 44.75-45.40;
sows 1.00-2.00 lower, full decline on
weights over 475 lb; 1-2 300-400 lb 400041.013, 400-500 lb 41.00-42.00; 500-680 lb
42.00-42.90; boars over 300 lb 32.75-34.00.
under 300 lb 30.00-32.50.
Sheep 25, untested.

AEC:7

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) —
Frances Cunniff says all she
wants is to get back her car,
stolen three months ago from
a local church parking lot.
Jones Brothers Enterprises
of Hopkinsville, Ky., says it
wants $410 in towing and
storage charges for her 1966
Ford Mustang which it has
had since the day after it was
stolen.

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local Interest at 11
a.m CST today furnialled to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.,of Murray.
Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford Motor
G.A.F.
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf Oil
Hardees
Heublein
I.B.M
Jerico
K-mart
Kahn's Big K
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U. S. Tobacco
Wendy's

+1.62
50+,
15
43,4 unc
39l-s-Pa
494-4
234-kw
k4
78
.
4-14
48-4
224-4
244 unc
1744-4
45+4
26% unc
304 unc
704-4)
204sb, 20'sa
1948+ OS
3,
4 unc
284+4

n+k,
no trade
41k.+
154b, 154a

1979 Impala Wagon
Passenger, two tone blue blue vinyl interior, 13. root
les, power steering, power brakes, air conditioning,
ire hubcap' s

527Z00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GA!) Parts
1141 Soya

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
November 13.1980 .
Kentucky Purchase Art% Hog Market
. Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act: 721 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 lower Sows mostly $1 80200
lower
US 1-2 210-240 Ifs,
945 50-45 75
US 2 210-250 lbs
. 945.25-45 50
US 2-3 240-260 lbs. ....... . $44.25-85.25
US 2-4 266-28011.
Sows.
US.92 770-350 lbs
033 00-36 00
US 1-3 300-450 IL,
93690-3700
US 1-3 450-50n lbw
$37 00-38 00
US 1-3 500450Ibs
*3800-3950
US 2-3 300-50011w
$3.9.00-36 00
Boars over 300 I bs 29 00-31 00

Each morning, Gerald Gordon's first act is to hang a flag
from the porch roof of the
store.
Gordon is not only the
store's owner but also the

1

town postmaster. The jobs
have gone together since 1835,
when the flag had 24 stars and
the storekeeper didn't have to
fuss with postage stamps.
They hadn't been invented
yet.
:Gordon's next duty every
morning is to light the stove
and put on a pot of coffee.
A man named Sam Heed ran
the store for 65 years, until his
death in 1963. His daughter
still lives in the adjoining
home, which he added at the
torn of the century.
When the store was put up
for sale 10 years after Heed's
death, Gordon, who is 34,
leaped at the opportunity. .
"I hope to run it as long as
Sam did," Gordon said.
"Come back years from'
now, I'll still be here, the river
will be here, the store will be
here. Nothing much will
change in Lumberville. You
can count on it."

Late Clerk Still Owes State
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The late Franklin County
clerk owes the state almost
$300,000, according to a
recently completed audit.
The state Department of

Iran Claims To Drive
Invaders From Portion
Of Besieged Oil City

Woman Has Troubles
Getting Car Returned

Livestock Market

Walk across the street from
the store and drop a stick in
the Delaware River. When it
floats eight miles it will arrive
at the spot where George
Washington crossed.
The store was six years old
then and probably didn't look
much different than it does
now.
The ageless stone for its outside walls was quarried locally. The quarry is still in operation. Its wide planks and
timbers were sawed locally, at
George Wall's lumber mill.
George Wall founded the
town; his business named it. A
lumber mill still thrives in
Lumberville. It has been in the
same family since 1869. Con-

.he raise is not as important to
him as the job he has to do."
Stumbo's pay raise was to
have come about through his
position as a special assistant
to the governor, said Frank
Ashley, Brown's press
secretary.
State Justice Secretary Neil
Welch makes $64,000 a year
under a similar arrangement,
which exists under an executive order Brown signed in
September making all carlinet
secretaries special assistants.
In signing the order, Brown
added $2,500 to the
secretaries' $45,000 annual
salaries. Stumbo was to get
more than that because of his
status as a physician. Under
the Human Resources Department's salary schedule, positions which require a physician carry higher pay than
most state jobs.
Saying a physician in Kentucky can make between
$75,000 and $100,000 a year in
private practice, Brown said
he was concerned that Stumbo
"can justify staying in state
government for four years. I
don't know who else I could
get that has his energy, experience and dedication.
"I was looking down the
road in that I could have a problem keeping Grady content
and secure in state government without paying him on
an equitable basis," Brown
said. "He's never complained."
The governor said he was
"very concerned and anxious
that we have the kind of situation where (all cabinet
secretaries) can commit for
four years."
He also said' he discussed
Stumbo's pay raise during a
recent meeting with a group of
Democratic legislators and
almost all agreed with his proposal.
"We'll just wait and see if
the economy gets better and
see what we can do at a later
date." Brown said.

Kuwait said an unidentified
warplane fired two rockets at
its northern border crossing
with Iraq at Abdali. A Kuwaiti
government spokesman said
there were no casualties or
damage.
It was the first reported incident in which the Iran-Iraq
war spilled over the border of
a neighboring nation.
None of the battlefield
reports could be independently confirmed because Western
reporters have been barred
from regular visits to the war
zones.

Transportation
began
auditing the clerk's office
shortly after the Sept. 10 death
of Lloyd Russell. According to
the audit, Russell owed the
state about $26,000 from the
sale of vehicle-license tags
and penalties for late payment
and another $9,000 for vehicleusage taxes.

department spokesman.
Revenue Commissioner
Robert Allphin said Wednesday that final action to collect
the entire bill will have to wait
until the estate is settled.
The state already has filed
another lien against bank accounts maintained
by
Russell's office which contain
about $108,000, Allphin said.

Those figures, added to
$236,788 owed the Revenue
An attorney for Russell's •
Department for vehicle-usage
estate, William M. Johnson,
taxes collected over the past
said he is still determining
two years and $27,694 owed the
what assets are held by the
Department of Fish and
estate..
Wildlife for licenses, bring the
When that is completed, prototal to more than $299,000.
bably by early December,
James Runke, commisJohnson said he plans to file
sioner of the Bureau of Vehicle
suit to remove the liens to
Regulations, said
the
allow the estate to be settled.
Transportation Department
The financial status of
will file a bill for the money it
Russell's office or its precise
is owed. The Fish and Wildlife
assets have not been deterDepartment took a similar acmined.
tion in late September.
An independent audit is beAnd the Revenue Depart- ing
conducted by John J.
ment has filed a tax- lien Avent
with the certified public
against Russell's estate to proaccounting firm of Farmer &
tect its interest, according to a HIM ble.

New 1981 Mazdas
Just one look and you'll see incredible value.

All-new front-wheel-drive GLC Custom
Advanced fwd tet hnology • New I 5-litre
transverse engine •4-wheel independent
suspension • Rack-and-pinion steering
'Amazing headroom, legroom, cargo space
•Plus6 more mpg than I3st year'

EST Met.
[ST MR,

,0 5,,mpg

RX-7 It Sports car
performance,new mpg too!
better than last year!• New, Mime aero-dynamic design •speed overdrive, rear
stabilizer bar• New features, new value'
31%.

eat hwy mpg

626 All the luxury
of Ituropean rod cars
Sophisticated road-car performance and
handling• Velour bucket seats, fold-down
rear seats •5-speed overdrive, AM/FM
stereo radio, and other features you'd pay
extra for in other cars.

Wenernbet ,,wp,eih F neonate the est.rnated mr.,t" ot iNher
,fivut Sal h,ghwAv rnitragr
drive weather tgoditIons anti Irrc
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